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Hemophilia in the five Nordic countries

Background
In hemophilia A and B, coagulation factors VIII (FVIII) or IX (FIX), respectively, are absent or have deficient function. This impairs the ability of the blood to coagulate leading to increased risk of serious and life-threatening, often delayed, bleeding. Factor XI deficiency (hemophilia C) and other coagulation and factor deficiencies as well as rare acquired forms of hemophilia are not the topic of this chapter.

Both hemophilia A and B are inherited in an X-linked recessive manner and, therefore, almost exclusively males have the phenotype. Homozygosity and lyonisation may lead to hemophilia in females.

The clinical severity of hemophilia A and B closely correlates with the level of activity of FVIII or FIX, respectively. Severely affected individuals have <0.01 kIU/L activity level in plasma (<1% of normal); moderately affected 0.01-0.05 kIU/L (1-5% of normal); and mildly affected >0.05-<0.04 kIU/L (>5%-%40% of normal) (1). If inadequately treated, severe hemophilia inevitably will cause spontaneous painful bleeding into joints and muscles. Iron deposition in the cartilage will lead to inflammation and hemophilic arthropathy caused by degeneration of the cartilage and gradual wearing and tearing of bone structure.

Gradually severe disability will develop due to arthopathy, muscle waisting and contractures. Serious bleeds also can occur in internal organs, e.g. the brain, with and without trauma or following surgery. Intracranial hemorrhage can have grave consequences, including paralysis and death. In mild hemophilia abnormal bleeding occurs following operations or trauma, whereas the clinical severity of moderate hemophilia varies from mild to severe.

A family history of hemophilia is often the reason for referral but 30-50% of new cases have no prior family history (2). When hemophilia is not known in the family, severe hemophilia may be suspected due to abnormal bleeding from the umbilical stump, following circumcision or when unusual bruises or hematomas are noted in infant boys, sometimes leading to wrongful suspicion of child abuse. When the boy begins to crawl and walk, abnormal unexplained bruising or limping may occur due to hemorrhrosis. Intracranial hemorrhage may also occur during infancy. When no
family history is present, however, moderate and, in particular, mild hemophilia may not be diagnosed until adult life following a hemostatic challenge such as wisdom tooth extraction. In mild patients trauma and other bleeds may not awake the necessary attention and the outcome may become serious. As discussed above, the clinical severity and complication rate are strongly related to the factor concentration. Occasionally, female carriers are mildly symptomatic, i.e. if the FVIII less than 0.30-0.40 kIU/L (3).

Prevalence of hemophilia in the Nordic countries

Hemophilia A affects approximately 1 in 5,000 males world-wide whereas hemophilia B is less common (4). The Nordic Hemophilia Council (NHC) surveyed the hemophilia centers in the five Nordic countries at the end of year 2012 and found 1,851 patients with hemophilia A, i.e. severe 833, moderate 221 and mild 797 in a total population of 25.9 million (previously unpublished results). The prevalence of hemophilia A per 100,000 inhabitants therefore is 7.1 (total), 3.2 (severe), 0.9 (moderate) and 3.1 (mild). This corresponds to one in every 7,042 males, 45% of whom have severe hemophilia A. The prevalence of severe hemophilia is similar at all the centers. The prevalence of hemophilia, in particular mild hemophilia is unusually high in Iceland, see Figure 1.

Hemophilia B was present in 1.7 per 100,000 inhabitants with 0.4 (severe), 0.4 (moderate) and 0.8 (mild) per 100,000 inhabitants, see Figure 1. This corresponds to one in every 29,411 males, 25% of whom has severe hemophilia B.
**Figure 1:** Prevalence of hemophilia A and B per 100,000 inhabitants in the Nordic countries at the end of year 2012
Hemophilia treatment in the Nordic countries

Prior to the availability of effective therapy, patients with severe hemophilia had a mean life expectancy of only about 16 years. However, since the late 1950’s the life expectancy of a newborn severe PWH receiving some form of replacement therapy has increased steadily (5). In 1960 the average life expectancy had risen to 23 years in Sweden and it is now approaching normal in the Nordic countries, all of which now practice early and continuing prophylactic factor replacement therapy.

A plasma protein fraction correcting coagulation in hemophilia blood was first described in 1937 but only later termed coagulation factor VIII (6). In the 1950s, Margareta and Birger Blombäck at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm while working on a method to purify fibrinogen by treating Cohn’s Fraction I with a glycine solution found that fibrinogen and Factor VIII (and also as it later turned out, von Willebrand factor) remained as precipitates, while prothrombin, plasmin and other proteins were washed off. Together with Inga Marie Nilsson, a young scientist and physician from Malmö General Hospital, Margareta found that factor VIII could be almost completely recovered from this fraction designated “Cohn’s fraction 1-0” (7). A sterile preparation of fraction 1-0 was injected for the first time to Inga Marie’s patient in May 1956 at the Malmö General Hospital. The patient was a young female patient with life-threatening menstrual bleeds and a prolonged bleeding time (i.e. with severe von Willebrand disease). The girl’s bleeding stopped promptly, her Factor VIII activity increased to a high level and her bleeding time was normalised. After this, the Blombäcks began preparing Fraction 1-0 from plasma for PWHs with impressive efficacy. Industrial production of Fraction 1-0 by Kabi pharmaceuticals was started in 1964. Calling the product AHF (antihemophilic factor), Kabi became one of the two first commercial producers in the world of Factor VIII concentrates. Although this first AHF concentrate was of low purity and contained large amounts of fibrinogen, it was used for many years to treat hemophilia and, as it also contained von Willebrand activity, for treating von Willebrand disease. Indeed, the introduction of Fraction 1-0 led to effective hemophilia care in Sweden, a decade earlier than in most other countries. It was only about 10 years after Inga Marie’s initial injection that effective therapy started elsewhere using cryoprecipitate. For more detailed description on the history of factor VIII discovery and production see also Ahlberg et al (8).
Again, the Swedish group pioneered in hemophilia treatment by starting prophylactic therapy in young boys in 1958. During the 1970’s and 1980’s increasingly more concentrated products were produced, and when the injection volume decreased the freeze-dried factor concentrates became available for home treatment. Although prophylactic therapy caused a dramatic improvement in the orthopedic outcome of PWHs in Sweden and the Nordic countries (9), the value of costly prophylactic therapy was not generally recognized outside the Nordic area until many decades later when a prospective randomized trial finally conducted demonstrated the markedly improved clinical outcome of boys receiving early prophylaxis (10). Recently, data from Malmö has shown that not only the joint score but, importantly, the overall quality of life of PWHs treated with prophylaxis in Malmö has close to normalized, in particular in those patients who have been treated with primary and continuing prophylactic therapy (11).

Currently, all the five Nordic countries practice primary prophylaxis in severe hemophilia A using preferably recombinant products (Fig. 2). Variation in factor usage can be explained by differences in treatment policy regarding prophylaxis, number of major surgeries, number of patients undergoing ITI during the year studied.
Figure 2: Factor VIII and factor IX concentrate consumption in the Nordic Countries in 2012. Factor use per country is shown in upper panels and factor use per citizen in the lower panels.

Factor replacement is often started before the child starts walking. According to our survey, in 2012, 85% of patients with severe hemophilia A and 74% with severe hemophilia B received regular prophylactic replacement therapy (Fig. 3).
**Figure 3:** Percentage of non-inhibitor patients with severe hemophilia A and B on regular prophylaxis in the Nordic countries. Prophylactic therapy comprises about 80-85% of all factor use.
Complications of hemophilia treatment

Until year 1985, as cryoprecipitate and later plasma-derived coagulation factor concentrates were not virus inactivated, there was a high rate of hepatitis B and C and, in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, of HIV transmission in PWHs. Most PWHs infected with HBV, some with HCV, and none with HIV cleared the virus. Close to 90% of severe PWHs receiving factor concentrates before year 1986 in the Western world were infected with HIV and AIDS was a major cause of morbidity and mortality in PWHs in the 1980’s and 1990’s before effective treatment was available. Hepatitis C has become curable with drug treatment in many cases. Due to the use of locally produced plasma derived factor VIII concentrates in Norway only 14 patients were infected with HIV, in Finland only two patients and in Iceland none were infected. However, hepatitis C was transmitted to about 30-60% of patients in Norway, Finland and Iceland. Figures in Sweden reached just above 80%. Since 1986 all available plasma derived and recombinant concentrates have been virus inactivated preventing transmission of the above encapsulated viruses and, fortunately, no hepatitis B, C or HIV transmission has occurred after their introduction. Nevertheless, patients and care-givers alike remain concerned that the current measures to eliminate viruses will not entirely prevent transmission of known and unknown non-encapsulated viruses and prions, e.g. variant Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease (12).

A second, major remaining problem associated with factor concentrate use is the development of inhibitory antibodies to the transfused coagulation protein that is alien to patients with severe hemophilia and induces an alloimmune response in around 30% of them (12). This will be discussed in more detail in a later section of the NHC guidelines. Based on the 2012 NHC survey, in the Nordic population 112 out of 833 severe hemophilia A patients (13.4%) and 14 out of 113 severe hemophilia B patients (12.4%) have a history of current or suppressed inhibitor (Fig. 4).
**Figure 4:** Current and previous inhibitor patients at the Nordic centers (severe hemophilia)
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**Table 1:** NHC 2012 survey: Number of hemophilia A/B patients, referral populations of each center and country populations according to year 2012 official census of patients registered at Nordic Hemophilia Centers at end of year 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Center</th>
<th>Severe A/B</th>
<th>Moderate A/B</th>
<th>Mild A/B</th>
<th>Total A/B</th>
<th>Approximate referral population size</th>
<th>Country population size (census)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DENMARK</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>152/30</td>
<td>45/9</td>
<td>209/63</td>
<td>406/102</td>
<td>5,585,509</td>
<td>5,580,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aarhus</td>
<td>83/9</td>
<td>33/5</td>
<td>131/33</td>
<td>247/47</td>
<td>3,048,020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>69/21</td>
<td>12/4</td>
<td>78/30</td>
<td>159/65</td>
<td>2,537,489</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SWEDEN</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>283/30</td>
<td>91/35</td>
<td>340/102</td>
<td>714/167</td>
<td>9,600,000</td>
<td>9,556,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gothenburg</td>
<td>54/5</td>
<td>10/5</td>
<td>73/26</td>
<td>137/36</td>
<td>1,900,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malmö</td>
<td>103/24</td>
<td>26/19</td>
<td>92/40</td>
<td>221/83</td>
<td>3,300,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockholm</td>
<td>134/33</td>
<td>57/10</td>
<td>178/37</td>
<td>369/80</td>
<td>4,400,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FINLAND</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helsinki*</td>
<td>212/25</td>
<td>46/16</td>
<td>75/30</td>
<td>333/71</td>
<td>5,400,000</td>
<td>5,422,000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORWAY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oslo</td>
<td>173/28</td>
<td>33/52</td>
<td>131/24</td>
<td>337/104</td>
<td>5,000,000</td>
<td>5,034,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICELAND</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reykjavik</td>
<td>13/0</td>
<td>6/2</td>
<td>42/0</td>
<td>61/0</td>
<td>320,000</td>
<td>320,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORDIC AREA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>833/113</td>
<td>221/114</td>
<td>797/219</td>
<td>1851/446</td>
<td>25,905,509</td>
<td>25,912,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Organisation of hemophilia care – the EUHANET criteria

Since the start of the treatment of hemophilia and other bleeding disorders the aim of the management has been to transform the severe disease form to a moderate or mild one. The expert hemophilia care, i.e. regular replacement therapy or prophylaxis to avoid unnecessary bleeding complications, is best tailored by the comprehensive care centers (CCC). CCC organizes different disciplines around the patient’s medical needs throughout the life of the patient. On call services at 24/7 necessity secures the expert management during emergency. Provision of early diagnosis, pediatric and family care, through the adolescent years and transition clinics, genetic counseling, including attention to carrier and obstetric issues (see chapter "Carriers of hemophilia"), leads to the optimal comprehensive management to all patients and families with this genetic disease.

In the future, new medical challenges among the ageing hemophilia population will call upon specific attention. The treatment of age-related diseases, such as cancer and cardiovascular disease, creates circumstances which may modify the bleeding disorder and therefore need to be adopted according to the requirements of hemophilia (13). In Europe it is the current national responsibility to organize the centralized care of rare diseases overall, and in the case of hemophilia great benchmarks already exist. The local policies, support from the authorities and national bodies should be engaged to foster the above aims. The EUHANET project is an EU-funded effort to harmonize hemophilia care in Europe.

The historical role from the first injection of a FVIII concentrate given in Sweden to the developed modern care paved the way for the hemophilia treatment worldwide (9). The fundamentals are built on the close, continued interaction between the laboratory and clinics. This interaction has established the diagnosis, provided opportunities to tailor prophylaxis, treatment of bleeds and management of major surgery with proper dosing of coagulation factor and appropriate follow-up. Also, the diagnosis of the significant complications of hemophilia, i.e. inhibitors and infections, are based on laboratory medicine. In fact, the laboratory services are needed for 24 h on 7 days to cover emergency services and are implemented in the new EUHANET criteria.
Until now the official criteria for a hemophilia center have not existed, but after the experience of European Hemophilia and Allied Disorders Surveillance System (EUHASS), the follow-up project EUHANET aims at unifying the treatment quality in Europe and beyond (14). The suggested criteria of EUHANET (Table 2) accord well with the current operative functions in our Nordic centers. Our national or center-related patient numbers belong to the small center category, but the patient numbers treated in a center as such will not limit the quality targets and provision of CCC activities. The provision of care needs constant surveillance and development to secure optimal operations and support. Under the current economical constraints the driving force of center leaders and practical staff motivates the community to establish, maintain and strengthen the discipline according to the local needs.

The two categories of centers according to EUHANET include activities both of European Hemophilia Comprehensive Care Centers (EHCCC) and Hemophilia Treatment Centers (EHTC). As our small Nordic populations are concentrated in the large cities, networking activities within the countries are needed. The national guidelines for the management of hemophilia have so far been available only in Sweden, but the Nordic Hemophilia council platform will update the current uniform recommendations for the diagnosis and management of coagulation disorders. As examples, the Council activity has already provided three guideline documents, i.e. acquired hemophilia (www.nordichemophiliaacouncil.org), von Willebrand disease and heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (15, 16). The Nordic cooperation has been ongoing since decades and was formalized in 1999.

Our local national backgrounds vary somewhat, but culturally the Nordic countries are very close. However, during the HIV catastrophe our respective countries were confronted with the unexpected viral transmissions with different incidences. The patient populations in the Nordic countries were affected by varying rates of HIV.

**Multidisciplinary activities**

According to the recommendations of World Federation of Hemophilia and European Association of Hemophilia and Allied Disorders (EAHAD and EUHANET) multidisciplinary activities should be readily available for patients with hemophilia (17, 18). The CCC activities have been shown not only to reduce mortality but decrease morbidity and days of absence from school and work due to the efficacious treatment
The patients need constant opportunities to consult the Center in any practical daily life and acute problems. Many times these consultations associate with rehabilitation after a major bleed or surgical intervention, but may affect any discipline related to hemophilia care. Algorithms for emergency care aim at securing immediate management options to avoid worsening complications and increasing treatment costs due to delayed replacement therapy.

The key route of proper management includes the intravenous injections, which may become problematic during the years. The pediatric mode of administration varies between the Nordic countries. In Denmark and Finland at the age of around one year a Port-a-cath is inserted to all children. It is managed with a meticulous strategy to avoid infections and other complications. The Port-a-caths may cause collateral formations in the vasculature in the central venous system, the clinical impact of which is unknown. On the other hand, the peripheral vein utilization may subject the patient to repeated subcutaneous exposure of the clotting factor which may be immunologically harmful. High dose prophylaxis is uniformly the method of choice in the Nordic centers.

In case of sudden inhibitor urgent bypassing therapy with either FEIBA® or NovoSeven® should be offered to control bleeding tendency, and immune tolerance induction (ITI) should be undertaken to regain rapid tolerance to the traditional therapy with FVIII. Scandinavian centers have actively studied inhibitor development and participated to international ITI programs, such as ProFeiba and ObsITI to gather wide international experience.

**Registries**

Surveillance of treatment safety and health economics is of utmost importance in hemophilia. The traditional inhibitor frequency may alter, new concentrates with their short pre-registration follow-up enter the market and new viral entities may appear, demanding continued surveillance. All Nordic CCCs have reported to EUHASS, which monitors mortality and the main health hazards including incidence of inhibitors, infections and thrombotic complications associated with treatment of hemophilia and allied disorders.
The register capturing should be developed uniformly in Europe to be able to compare the treatment across centers and to participate to clinical studies without any large changes to the daily routines to ease the patient recruitment (19).

**Outcome analysis, QoL and health economy**

The physical and outcome evaluation of the patient should occur based on an established protocol including a functional self-assessment (HAL) and objective performance and joint status should be evaluated and data collected to a register for comparisons. The basic SF-36 quality of life assessment tool or agreed methods of assessing the quality of life should be implemented to the patient management to provide an objective tool to evaluate the impact of the replacement therapy.

The regular prophylaxis is expensive but gains good quality of life in comparison with on demand-type of treatment. The treaters should raise active awareness of the costs of the treatment and look for the most cost-efficient individual solutions. Active individualisation of the dose is needed both in patients who do not experience any bleeds and among thos who experience more than two bleeds yearly. Once daily injection may be an option, high dose injections once a week may qualify in hemophilia B, and the newly developed molecules with extended half-life should be carefully evaluated for their health economical value. These kinds of data can only be captured on the registries.
Table 2: EUHANET criteria (20). Recommended application of the center status CCC and HTC

Delivery of hemophilia care
Standard and general requirements
General policy and objectives, policies and procedures
Record and data collection
Organisation, personnel appraisal and continuing education
Supply and management of therapeutic products, reagents and medical devices
Quality planning, evaluation and improvement
Participation in registries related to inherited and acquired bleeding disorders
Participation in clinical research
Awareness, information and education of patients and their families
Diagnosis of hemophilia and other related bleeding disorders and all forms of acquired hemophilia
Therapy of hemophilia and other related bleeding disorders and all forms of acquired hemophilia
Treatment programme, prophylaxis, home treatment plan
Treatment of acute bleeds and prevention, emergencies, treatment outside normal working hours
Elective surgery
Treatment of patients with inhibitors, including immune tolerance
Treatment of patients with chronic viral infections
Treatment of patients with acquired hemophilia and acquired vWD
Periodic clinical and multidisciplinary review
Genetic services
Outcome indicators
Advisory service
Network of clinical and specialised services in conjunction with the hemophilia team
Laboratory diagnosis

Pre-analytical aspects of hemophilia testing

The pre-analytical phase is often equal with the time from the blood collection to the point when the sample is analyzed in the laboratory. Errors at this phase are often explained by incorrect specimen collection, transportation or storage. Other important aspects may be related to the patient itself i.e. anticoagulant medication that may interfere with the assay or an abnormal hematocrit, which may lead to an improper blood to citrate ratio in the test tube.

In order to reduce the pre-analytical error rate it’s important to understand the sources of variability and mechanisms that may lead to false assay results. It is also important to understand that coagulation tests are exceptional susceptible to suboptimal sample quality as the sample collection itself will initiate a hemostatic response. Thus, improper sample collection technique and/or incorrect handling prior to analysis will increase the risk of having the coagulation system activated to the extent that screening as well as specific factor assays can lead to mismanagement of the patient. This is particularly true for hemophilia testing as FVIII is one of the most labile coagulation factors and is degraded with time in vitro.

There are several published guidelines, written by experts in the field, how to assure sample integrity during the pre-analytical phase. An often referred general guideline how to collect, transport and process blood samples prior to coagulation testing is published by the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) (21). According to the book “Quality in Laboratory Hemostasis and Thrombosis” from 2009, the ideal plasma sample for hemostasis testing is obtained if the following determinants are carefully considered (22):

- Venipuncture: Ensure atraumatic phlebotomy with minimal tourniquet use.
- Collection tube and order of draw: Draw 3.2 % light blue stopper first or only after a non-additive tube.
- Fill tube adequately (no less than 90% fill).
- Adequately thoroughly mix with anticoagulant.
- Transport promptly at room temperature.
- Centrifuge within 1 hour of phlebotomy to obtain platelet poor plasma.
• Test plasma in primary tube or aliquot into a non-activating secondary tube immediately following centrifugation.

**Screening of hemophilia**

General screening assays, i.e. APTT and PT, are important for the initial laboratory evaluation of patients with bleeding disorders. If congenital or acquired hemophilia A or B is present the APTT will be prolonged and the PT remains within normal limits. Furthermore, in congenital hemophilia the APTT will be corrected on mixing patient plasma 1:1 with normal plasma. If mixing does not correct the prolongation it may indicate the presence of an inhibitor (or other anticoagulants present in the plasma). Unfortunately, there are plenty of commercially available APTT reagents that vary in their sensitivity for coagulation factor deficiencies and all are not suited for detection of mild hemophilia A or B. It is also important to understand that the APTT is a global plasma assay that depends on the sum effect of 10 different coagulation factors and under certain conditions low FVIII or FIX levels, compatible with mild hemophilia A or B, may be masked by increases of one or several of the other factors resulting in a normal APTT. It’s not possible to give detailed information about the possibilities and limitations with various APTT reagents in these guidelines. Thus, it is important that the treating physicians are aware about the local screening methodologies, reference intervals and their specific properties. Upon a possible discrepancy between clinical manifestation/suspicion of hemophilia and screening test results it is recommended to measure FVIII or FIX with factor-specific assays (see below).

**Specific FVIII and FIX assays**

Plasma FVIII:C or FIX:C level represents the functional (coagulation) activity of the factors and can be measured using either coagulation-based or chromogenic assays. It is also possible to measure the mass concentration of the FVIII or FIX antigen with immunologic assays. However, immunoassays are not performed in clinical routine and will not be further discussed here. The FVIII:C and FIX:C assays should be calibrated with material that has traceability to current international standard for FVIII or FIX in plasma (23). In this way the unit is given in international units (IU) and one IU is the factor activity present in one mL normal plasma. In the Nordic countries the results are given in kIU/L or IU/mL but in the Anglo-American sphere it is common to use IU/dL, which can cause confusion (IU/dL is the same as percentage in absolute
numbers). Venous blood samples are drawn into evacuated tubes with 3.2% citrate as anticoagulant. When a family history is present, umbilical cord blood is tested in male infants at birth to determine FVIII or FIX levels. For pre-natal diagnosis, see chapter “Carriers of hemophilia”.

**Factor VIII:C assays**

The *one-stage assay* is the dominantly used assay principle in the world. The main feature of the one-stage assay is that it is based on the APTT test with the difference that the sample is pre-diluted in FVIII-deficient plasma before analysis. In this way, a test system is created that works with the simplicity of the APTT reaction but the pre-dilution procedure makes the FVIII activity in the sample the limiting factor and thus determines the final coagulation time. The ability of the sample to correct the APTT of a FVIII-deficient plasma can be expressed as the FVIII:C activity if the assay is calibrated with a plasma with known concentration of FVIII:C.

The performance of the one-stage assay is affected by the type and quality of the APTT reagent and FVIII-deficient plasma used. The FVIII-deficient plasma can be obtained from a patient with severe hemophilia A (<0.01 kIU/L and no antibodies) but today this plasma is usually purchased from a diagnostic company as an immunodepleted and lyophilized plasma. It is important to check new lots of FVIII-deficient plasmas that it is free from FVIII (<0.01 kIU/L) as this otherwise will compromise the test. According to the discussion about the APTT reagent above, the choice of APTT reagent will have an impact on the general assay characteristics. It is important that the laboratory choose an APTT reagent that has proven capacity to detect all hemophilia categories i.e. mild to severe hemophilia A (24).

Another version of the FVIII:C assay is the *two-stage assay*. The name comes from the assay procedure that involves two separate reactions in a way that makes FVIII:C in the sample being the rate-limiting factor in a variant of the PT-assay. In brief, the first step involves generation of FXa with the help of FVIII from patient plasma (the prothrombin is removed by aluminium hydroxide adsorption in order to inhibit fibrin formation) and in the second step normal plasma is added as a standardized source of prothrombin and fibrinogen and the coagulation time is monitored. Compared to the one-stage assay, the two-stage assay is more demanding to perform and is
therefore only performed in a few specialized laboratories. However, there are several commercial kits available for a chromogenic assay of FVIII:C that basically are variants of the two stage assay although the end product is color development instead of fibrin formation. In general, the chromogenic assay is more sensitive to mildly lowered FVIII:C and more specific than the APTT-based one-stage assay and, due to the high dilution factor of the sample, interfering substances influence it less. The chromogenic assay involves two steps; in the first step the diluted sample (or standard) is mixed with a reagent cocktail with purified factors IXa, X and phospholipids, leading to the formation of FXa, and in the second step a specific chromogenic substrate for FXa is added. Cleavage of the substrate yield a color formation in the reaction chamber that is recorded spectrophotometrically. The amount of color development is directly proportional to the FVIII:C activity in the sample. This assay is common among the Nordic hemophilia centers. The chromogenic assay is also used by the pharmaceutical industry when the potencies of FVIII concentrates are assigned.

The different FVIII:C assays should give similar result in most cases. However, patients with certain mutations in the F8 gene causing mild hemophilia A may be missed using the one-stage APTT based FVIII assay. In some cases the one-stage assay result may be several times higher than the chromogenic assay (or the two-stage clotting assay) higher and this phenomenon is called assay discrepancy. In general, the results of the chromogenic or two-stage assay reflect the clinical phenotype in hemophilia A better compared to the one-stage assay. However, in later years it has become evident that there are some genotypes causing inverse assay discrepancy, with lower one-stage assay results in mild hemophilia A. Thus, mild hemophilia A may be challenging to identify correctly in the laboratory, if only one of the assay principles are used. Therefore, it is advisable to have new cases with suspected hemophilia investigated with both one-stage and chromogenic assays in the laboratory work-up (25, 26).

Reference interval: Usually between 0.50-2.00 kIU/L. Local differences may apply.

Interpretation: PWHs A and VWD have low FVIII:C levels. Levels <0.01 kIU/L are seen in severe hemophilia A. Moderate deficiency is characterized with FVIII:C levels
between 0.01-0.05 kIU/L and patients with mild deficiency have higher levels (up to 0.40 kIU/L). Carriers of hemophilia A have usually approximately 50% of the normal activity but occasionally have levels in the mild hemophilia range leading to increased bleeding. Observe that FVIII is an acute phase reactant and its levels may increase several folds under certain conditions (e.g. trauma, infection, etc).

**Factor IX:C assays**

Until recently, there were only one-stage assays commercially available for clinical use. These assays work in similar ways as described for the one-stage FVIII:C assays above with the only difference that the sample is diluted in FIX-deficient plasma before analysis instead of FVIII-deficiency plasma. Thus, the main FIX:C assay principle is a test system based on the APTT with dilution of the sample (patient or standard plasma) in a plasma lacking FIX, which means that the coagulation process will be limited by the content of FIX in the sample. The assay is calibrated with a standard that is traceable to the current international standard of FIX:C in plasma and results expressed as IU (see FVIII:C above). Venous blood samples are drawn into vacuum tubes containing 3.2% citrate as anticoagulant additive.

Recently, chromogenic FIX:C assays have become commercially available and could be an alternative to the one-stage assay. However, these assays have not yet been fully validated or approved by regulatory bodies (e.g. FDA) for detection or monitoring PWHs B. Nevertheless, local evaluations in Nordic laboratories and others are encouraging and it is likely that these assays will display analytical advantages over the one-stage assays in the same way as been shown for chromogenic FVIII:C assays. If assay discrepancy, caused by mutations in the F9 gene, is seen in (mild) hemophilia B is not yet known.

*Reference interval:* Dependent on the assay used, usually around 0.60-1.50 kIU/L but local differences may apply.

*Interpretation:* Congenital deficiency of FIX is the cause of hemophilia B. Acquired hemophilia B, caused by specific inhibitors exists but is less frequent than the rare acquired hemophilia A. The degree of the deficiency defines the different forms:
severe with FIX:C <0.01 kIU/L; moderate deficiency with FIX:C levels between 0.01-0.05 kIU/L mild deficiency with higher levels up to 0.30 kIU/L. Carriers of hemophilia B express about 50% of the expected normal FIX:C activity. Deficiency of FIX can be observed with nephrotic syndromes.

Antibodies against FVIII or FIX
The hallmark of neutralizing anti-FVIII or anti-FIX antibodies (=inhibitors) is a prolonged APTT and normal PT with a persistent prolongation of the APTT following mixing the patient sample with an equal volume of normal plasma. Most are alloantibodies that have a fast and dose-dependent antigen-antibody reaction but care must be taken in cases of time-dependent autoantibodies, usually seen in acquired hemophilia A. For this reason, it is recommended to incubate the samples up to two hours during a mixing experiment in order to allow the antibody to have effect. FIX inhibitors have faster kinetics and it is usually not necessary to perform longer incubation time than 10 minutes in order to reach completion. For FVIII antibodies it is also important to use buffered normal plasma (imidazole or HEPES) as this stabilizes the FVIII activity during the incubation and will reduce the risk of obtaining false positive results of low titer.

The recommended test procedure for quantitation of the inhibitor titer is the Bethesda-Nijmegen mixing test (inhibitor assay) (27). In brief, the test involves mixing of equal volumes of test plasma with normal plasma of known activity and then measure the residual activity in the plasma mixture. As a control the normal plasma is mixed with an equal volume of FVIII-free plasma. Both test and control samples are incubated for 2 h (shorter time is possible for FIX antibodies) and then the factor activities in both samples are determined. Any residual activity in the sample between 25 and 75% can be used for calculations of inhibitor titer. By definition, one Bethesda unit (BU) is the inhibitor titer that neutralizes 50% of the factor activity in one mL plasma. If the residual activity is less than 25% it indicates an inhibitor titer above 2 BU/mL. Hence, these samples are prediluted in FVIII deficient plasma before analysis until a residual activity within the 25-75% range is reached. The final inhibitor level is then calculated by multiplication with the dilution factor. If several dilutions result in residual activities in the 25-75% range then the dilution that is closest to 50% is chosen for calculation of the inhibitor titer. The Bethesda procedure can also be
performed with porcine FVIII, spiked into FVIII-deficiency plasma, in rare cases when a patient may be treated with FVIII of porcine origin. It is recommended to obtain the inhibitor assay when there is a washout of the use of a concentrate.

**Reference interval:** The cut-off for a positive result was originally set at 0.4 BU/mL, as the recommendation was not to use any residual activity above 75% (75% residual activity corresponds to 0.4 BU/mL). Later recommendations favor the use of 0.6 BU/mL as the cut-off for positivity as the test is less reliable in the low titer range (reduced risk of false positive results).

**Interpretation:** The presence of inhibitors may be suspected in patients with unexpected bleedings despite regular prophylaxis. This is also strengthened if the patient display reduced recovery and half-life of the substituted factor.

Note: The Bethesda assay is usually performed on patients with severe type of hemophilia containing no measurable FVIII:C (or FIX:C) activity. If the patient have an activity of 0.10 kIU/L or higher this must be taken into consideration when the inhibitor titer is calculated. It is also possible to remove the endogenous activity by heat-treating the plasma sample at 58°C for 90 min before analysis.

**Genetic diagnosis**

Genetic diagnosis is clinically useful to predict the risk to develop inhibitor and for carrier- and prenatal diagnosis. For a detailed description of the genetic diagnosis we refer to the “Practice Guidelines for the Molecular Diagnosis of Haemophilia A or the UKHCDO document "Clinical Genetics Services for Haemophilia" (ISBN 901787 07 9) of the UK Haemophilia Centre Doctors’ Organisation (UKHCDO) (28). See also (29, 30). Depending on the experience and competence of the hemophilia team and the local organisation of genetic services, a clinical geneticist or counsellor can be part of the hemophilia care team.

Genetic diagnosis of severe hemophilia A starts with screening for the intron 22 inversion of the F8 gene which is caused by homologous recombination involving intron 22 and related sequences outside the F8 gene (31). Approximately 40% of cases of severe hemophilia A is caused by intron 22 inversion. Similarly, an inversion involving intron 1 has also been discovered in 1-2% of severe cases which can also be screened for with a PCR technique. In the remaining cases of severe hemophilia
A as well as all other cases the whole F8 gene, 26 exons, must be sequenced since most patients have their own unique mutation. Mutations such as nonsense and deletions, “null-mutations”, will obviously cause severe hemophilia since the DNA reading frame will be altered, mRNA aberrant and no protein will be synthesized. A missense mutation will usually produce a dysfunctional protein with reduced clotting activity but may also result in a “neutral mutation” or a polymorphism. In such cases it is important to know if the same mutation has been reported previously in patients with hemophilia. The FVIII Mutation Database, at present (March, 2015) includes 5,472 individuals with 2,015 unique mutations (32). In a few percentage, no mutations will be found despite sequencing of the whole gene, some of these cases having a more complex genetic background.

In hemophilia B, the 8 exons of the F9 gene are sequenced and in almost all cases the mutation will be found. No inversions are present in the F9 gene but some patients have complete gene deletions, a strong predictor for development of inhibitors. The Factor IX Mutation Database, at present (March, 2015) includes 3,713 individuals with 1,095 unique mutations (33, 34).

Carrier diagnosis in sporadic case of hemophilia A or B, which encompasses around 50-60% of all newly diagnosed cases, may be a problem. In about 80% the mother of a sporadic case also carries the mutation and is thus a carrier. In the remaining 20% cases no mutation can be found and these women may be true non-carriers or being gonadal mosaics, i.e. it is not possible to conclude if she is a non-carrier or carrier.

Prenatal diagnosis (PND) can be achieved by chorionic villus sampling during the 11 to the 13th week of gestation when karyotype analysis can be performed in order to determine fetal sex and PCR can be used to diagnose the mutation within 2-3 working days. The main reasons for PND may be to prevent the birth of a hemophilia affected boy by termination of the pregnancy, to prepare the obstetrical procedures or, for the parents-to-be, to psychologically prepare having a child with hemophilia. Later in pregnancy amniocentesis can be used as source of fetal DNA. Fetal sex determination can also be made by Y-chromosome analysis in blood from the pregnant woman very early in pregnancy and thus avoiding invasive diagnostic procedures in pregnancies with female foetus. This technique does not yet have sufficient sensitivity for routine clinical use. Lately, pre-implantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) enabling the implantation of female or unaffected male embryos has become
possible (35, 36). PGD is a demanding procedure which however may be indicated in selected cases.

**Differential diagnosis**

Once a decreased FVIII level has been confirmed, the differential diagnosis includes congenital hemophilia A, acquired hemophilia A, severe and moderate von Willebrand disease (VWD) and type 2N VWD (Normandy) (“autosomal dominant hemophilia”). Appropriate investigation to sort this out includes the case history and inheritance pattern, ruling out the presence of inhibitors, measuring VWF:RCo, and, when appropriate, the VWF:FVIII binding which determines the FVIII binding capacity of patient's VWF (37, 38). Definite diagnosis may be dependent on sequencing of the F8/9 and vWD genes.
Concentrate treatment including prophylaxis

Background
Treatment only when acute bleeds occur is called treatment on demand or episodic treatment. Even if the bleeding is stopped, pain subsides, and mobility improves, blood remains in the joint, having harmful long-term effects on the articular cartilage. Unnoticed minimal bleeding could occur during on-demand treatment as well as during prophylaxis, causing damage to joints where patients have not had any symptomatic bleeding.

Replacement therapy in reference to hemophilia has been called prophylactic treatment. The goal of prophylactic treatment is to prevent bleedings, primarily into the joints, with subsequent development of arthropathy. Importantly, prophylactic treatment will protect also for other serious bleeds such as intracranial bleeds, muscle bleeds and intra-abdominal bleeds. Prophylaxis may be given as primary or secondary, or as episodic. The idea with primary prophylaxis is to start replacement prior to initiation of joint disease. As we do not exactly know how many joint bleeds it takes before cartilage destruction starts, as the bleeding phenotype differs among individual patient and as even subclinical bleeds may occur, it is not surprising that the definition of prophylaxis differs among countries. However, international bodies have tried to define prophylaxis and recently the SSC of the ISTH published their definition (39), Table 3. Cohort studies, especially from Sweden and the Netherlands, clearly show the long-term benefit of prophylaxis (40, 41) and prospective, randomized studies in children comparing prophylaxis and treatment on demand with a follow up time around 5 years are available (10). They show a much better outcome when receiving prophylaxis, even with this relatively short follow-up time. In a comparison between on demand treatment and the Swedish prophylactic strategy, outcome was superior with prophylaxis but to a much higher cost (41).

Lack of knowledge
In the recent Swedish health technology assessment a background report of the topic was published as a systematic review (42). It was concluded that concentrate treatment is efficacious and that prophylaxis is superior to treatment on demand in
terms of number of bleeds occurring. Prophylaxis starting from early age has a protective effect for development of hemophilic arthropathy. These conclusions are strongly supported by recent randomized clinical trials (10). Below are listed some items that often are discussed among treaters and where opinions differ.

**Prophylaxis**
- When to start
- When/if to stop or taper down
- Dose regimens
- Long term outcome
- Quality of life
- Health economy

**Treatment on-demand**
- Optimal dosing
- Long term outcome
- Quality of life
- Health economy

**Assessment**

**Physical score**
Physical score are performed mainly by physiotherapists and the physical score that is recommended is HJHS (hemophilia joint health score) which takes into consideration both function, pain and signs of arthropathy. HJHS was developed to study early joint disease in hemophilia and has been validated in children up to the age of 18 years (43). Studies in adults are ongoing. Other scores as the Gilbert score is not sensitive enough in patient with no or just minimal joint damage but is still used in some clinical trials.
Quality of life
To evaluate quality of life standardized quality of life formulas can be used where the simplest is EQ-5D but also SF-36 is used in many centers.

Hemo-QoL is a validated, disease specific QoL instrument useful in children which exist in different versions depending on the need. As generic instruments, SF-36 may be used.

Imaging technique scores
Different imaging techniques exist and MRI is the most sensitive method to detect early signs of joint damage. The first recommended method to use when signs of joint damage occur is X-ray of the joint and in selected cases MRI is an alternative. Due to the high cost MRI cannot be routinely recommended. MRI is also used in clinical studies. Ultrasound to detect joint disease is a coming diagnostic alternative that needs to be further evaluated.

MRI and US are complementary imaging techniques depending on the circumstances. Validated scoring systems exist for plain X-ray (Pettersson score), MRI (IPSG score and several others) and are being developed for US (44-46).

Bleeding frequency
The patients should be instructed to document bleedings and their injections with clotting factor concentrate in a diary in a prospective way. This can be done in different ways (paper, electronically) and all achievements to encourage compliance are highly needed. Reporting can be stimulated and should be actively asked for at outpatient visits.

Mortality
With an increasing age of the hemophilia population it is very important to document causes of death. Varying result from different retrospective or case-control studies report different results regarding the risk for cardiovascular disease. Historically bleeds have been an important cause of death causing the reduced expected survival time for PWHs. Still many patients in the world do not get appropriate treatment and therefore bleeding is a major cause of mortality and death in many countries. Cancer also has to be considered as an important cause of death due to previous infectious complications with hepatitis C and HIV. Data can be drawn from
patient records or from National Registries if available. Currently, at European level EUHASS registry provides the causes of death for the past four years.

**Economic data / cost and outcome**

Total annual consumption of clotting factor concentrate (CFC) is an important measurement of treatment cost. Hemophilia-related absenteeism from school or work is health-economic important data for the individual patient or for the family with a hemophilia child/children as well as cost for surgery, adaptations of domiciles etc.

**Pediatric issues**

The main pediatric issues for prophylaxis are:

- When to start
- Venous access
- Dosing
- Inhibitors

The items are addressed under Recommendations and in the section on inhibitors.

Clinical experience over decades and numerous retrospective and, recently, also prospective studies clearly demonstrate that prophylactic treatment, albeit much more expensive, is superior to on-demand treatment regardless if outcome focus is on number of joint- or life-threatening bleeds or arthropathy, evaluated by radiograph (X-ray) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (9, 10). Opinions vary widely between countries and treatment centers but, in general, the trend is towards an early start, i.e. primary prophylaxis. In principal, there are four different protocols for prophylaxis as outlined in Table 4.

Several studies on record divide prophylaxis into ‘high-dose’ and ‘intermediate-dose’ categories. ‘High-dose protocols’ such as those used in Sweden, are designed to permit individuals with hemophilia to be able to live as normal a life as possible. This translates into guidelines to try to maintain a Factor VIII concentration (FVIIIC) >1% of normal at all times so as to avoid breakthrough bleeds. To do so usually requires the administration of FVIII 10-15 IU/kg/daily or 20-40 IU/kg every second day or at least three times weekly for patients with hemophilia A and every third day or twice weekly for patients with hemophilia B. ‘Intermediate-dose protocols’ are exemplified by protocols developed in The Netherlands, use lower doses administered slightly
less frequently (e.g. 15-25 IU/kg 2-3 times per week). A recent publication compared the Swedish and Dutch regimens (40). The Swedish patients experienced less annual joint bleeds, a greater proportion of patients who experienced no joint bleeds and those with a Pettersson score of zero compared to the ‘intermediate dose’ group. However, clinical scores and quality of life were rather similar between the two groups. The long-term difference between the two dosage regiments is not yet known.

The trend in Europe and other well off countries (Canada, Australia, etc) has been towards primary prophylaxis, i.e. start before the age of 2 or after the first joint bleed. The rationale behind an early start is that even a small number of joint bleeds can result in irreversible damage, as well as that damage may progress despite prophylactic therapy. It has also been shown that the time point at which prophylaxis is begun is an independent factor for good joint outcome (47). However, it must not be forgotten that the aim of prophylactic treatment is to avoid not only arthropathy but also other serious bleedings such as intracranial hemorrhage (48). It has been shown in a few recent publications, in which start of treatment with a prophylactic approach, in comparison to on demand, seem to decrease the frequency of inhibitors (49, 50). Recent publications also support that FVII should be introduced avoiding concomitant “immunological danger signals” (50). In most cases, an early therapeutic approach is initiated by giving a dose of approximately 25 IU/kg once or twice a week via a peripheral vein, with the aim of increasing the frequency of administration as soon as possible (51). The ultimate goal is to reach full-scale primary prophylaxis, which usually involves the following: in hemophilia A, factor VIII is administered at a dose of 20-40 IU/kg/day every second day or three times weekly; in hemophilia B, factor IX is given at a dose of 30-40 IU/kg/day every third day or twice weekly. However, both the dose and the dose interval have to be individually tailored for each child owing to bleeding phenotype and pharmacokinetic differences between patients. In older children with hemophilia A it is possible to optimize the cost–benefit ratio of treatment by daily injections of FVIII (10-20 IU/kg) (52). The level of the lowest concentration is probably more important than the peak level after injection. However, it is the clinical outcome, not the achieved trough levels, that determines whether the given dose is adequate. Most children can be treated at home by their parents and from the age of 10-12 the child can usually start self-injections. In the future, prophylactic treatment
should be individualized more than it is today. How should this be accomplished is a matter of ongoing research.

The first choice of venous access should be a peripheral vein and in most cases this will be successful. However, venous access can be very difficult and it may be necessary to consider a central venous access device (CVAD) – usually Port-A-Cath. In fact, current practice differs and in e.g. Finland all patients get ports. Introduction of a CVAD entails risks that must be weighed against the potential benefits for individual patients. The most frequent complications with CVADs are infections, mechanical problems and catheter related thrombosis (usually clinically silent). Implantation of a central venous catheter solely on psychological grounds should be discouraged. A child who is merely afraid of venous puncture needs to be helped by other means (53, 54).

**Recommendations**

- **Prophylactic treatment** should start at the age of one before joint bleeds occur. It should ideally be administrated once per week, at a dose of 25 IU/kg, in a peripheral vein so the child and parents get used to the new therapy. During the first 20 exposures, intensive treatment and treatment during inflammatory states should be avoided if possible. In hemophilia B treatment should be done in a hospital setting due to the risk of anaphylactic reactions. As soon as venous access allows, the frequency is increased to every second day. If it is not possible within a reasonable time or technically and psychologically difficult to administer home treatment in a peripheral vein, a central venous access device may be considered. These are usually easy for the parents to use but introduce the risk of complications such as infections or central venous thrombosis (usually without clinical symptoms).

- **Recombinant rather than plasma derived FVIII/IX products** should be used when available. The aim of prophylactic treatment is to enable the child to live a life as normal as possible without hemorrhages and to avoid overprotection.

- **Patients with moderate hemophilia with a factor level of 1-2%** should usually also have primary prophylaxis. Dose and dose intervals are suggested at 20-40 IU/kg body weight (BW) given every other day in hemophilia A and 2-3 times per week for hemophilia B. Dose is tailored according to clinical
response and dose per kg body weight can often be lowered with age. PK analysis using the Bayesian method should be used to describe and help to optimize treatment. At routine check up the previous factor infusion is registered in detail (time point, dose) and one sample is typically taken at check up for PK calculation. Normally young children with severe or moderate hemophilia are monitored every 6 months and older children and adults every 12 months (mild every 3rd year). If bleeding occurs during prophylaxis, the same dose is given to treat an acute bleed. When the patient is on lower doses during regular prophylaxis, a higher dose is given if bleeding occurs.

- The introduction of products with prolonged half-life may change treatment routines but before these products are introduced more generally in clinical practice, robust study data must be available.

- Patients on prophylaxis or treatment using on-demand as well as patients not requiring concentrate treatment, e.g. mild hemophilia A responsive to desmopressin, will be assessed using national database registries where treatment data are captured. Web based apps together with other tools, should be used to facilitate reporting from patients.

- Assessment should be done using hemophilia joint health score, bleeding frequency, and quality of life instruments i.e. SF-36 or EQ-5D allowing health economic evaluation. Resource use within and outside the health care sector is to be registered such as concentrate consumption, surgical procedures, absence from school or work and early retirement. Joint disease is followed by HJHS. The uses of MRI and /or ultrasonography in the routine follow up probably have a potential but need further studies.
### Table 3: Definitions of replacement therapy with clotting factor concentrates (39)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor replacement therapy</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Episodic ‘on demand’ replacement therapy</td>
<td>Replacement therapy given at the time of clinically evident bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular replacement therapy</td>
<td>Replacement therapy given to prevent bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary prophylaxis</td>
<td>Regular continuous* replacement therapy started in the absence of documented joint disease, determined by physical examination and/or imaging studies, and before the second clinically evident joint bleed and age 3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary prophylaxis</td>
<td>Regular continuous* replacement therapy started after two or more joint bleeds but before the onset of joint disease documented by physical examination and/or imaging studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary prophylaxis</td>
<td>Regular continuous* replacement therapy started after the onset of joint disease documented by physical examination and plain radiographs of the affected joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent ‘periodic’ prophylaxis</td>
<td>Replacement therapy given to prevent bleeding for periods not exceeding 45 weeks in a year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Continuous is defined as the intent to treat for 52 weeks/year and receiving a minimum of an a priori defined frequency of infusions for at least 45 weeks (85%) of the year under consideration.

### Table 4: Main dosing strategies for long-term prophylaxis in hemophilia A (55)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regimen</th>
<th>Dosing principle</th>
<th>Convenience</th>
<th>Efficacy</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dutch regimen</td>
<td>15-25 IU/kg</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Start early after occurrence of joint bleeds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Swedish (high dose)</td>
<td>20-40 IU/kg</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Start before joint bleeds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacokinetic (Swedish)</td>
<td>Individualised from high-dose by reducing dose interval and total dose</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian (dose escalation)</td>
<td>50 IU/kg weekly</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intensify stepwise depending on bleeding frequency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Start early after occurrence of joint bleeds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+=superior; -=inferior (subjective rating by E Berntorp).
Adolescence

Adolescence is the time of rapid physical, social and cognitive development which occurs during the transition from childhood to adulthood, usually between the ages of 10 and 24 years. This is a challenging time for any teenager and even more so for those with a chronic disease. For them it is often harder to break family ties, harder to feel accepted by their peer group and to be realistic about their future. Young teenagers need to move towards independence and for people with hemophilia this includes achieving self-management, maintaining adherence to therapy and coping with the impact of hemophilia on lifestyle (56).

The developmental tasks of adolescence include emotional separation from parents and establishment of autonomy. Peers have a central role in building up the personality. Adolescents seek new experiences and higher levels of rewarding stimulation, and often engage in risky behaviour without considering future outcomes or consequences. Poor compliance with hemophilia therapy during adolescence in combination with risky behaviors, may result in serious and recurrent bleeding episodes with impact on future outcomes. The teenager may for the first time question their medical regimen and be ashamed of the diagnosis (57).

In a global survey of treatment strategies in hemophilia A involving 147 hemophilia treatment centers, compliance was rated according to age. Compliance with all types of prophylactic therapy was the highest in children up to 12 years of age, with 90% high or very high adherence. This number dropped to 54%, however, in adolescents aged 13-18 years (58).

A Scandinavian survey in young men with severe and moderate hemophilia showed that the average age for a patient to take over responsibility for their treatment was 14 years, but 25% required parental assistance in hemophilia-related care until a mean age of 17.2 years. A majority (68%) treated bleeds immediately and 60% used extra infusions when needed. Thus one-third of them put themselves at risk for complications by an unwillingness to recognize the need for treatment. Over 40% had at some time failed to follow the treatment regimen (59).

Caregivers can support adherence by education, encouragement, and by providing positive feedback to the patient.
The perception that treatment is a normal part of life is shown to increase adherence to therapy in adolescents and treatment individualized to patients' bleeding pattern and lifestyle can improve compliance.

The challenges faced by the adolescent should be addressed in the years before transition to the adult clinic. Arranging efficient end caring transfer for young people with hemophilia is one of the great challenges in the coming century.

Transition programs are necessary even when pediatric and adult services are in the same hospital, as geographical closeness often does not translate into a close professional relationship. A joint pediatric-adult clinic is very useful to introduce adolescents to adult physicians and to hand over clinical issues. Joint clinics between pediatric and adult health-care teams can improve the transfer and help young people to communicate with the new team.
**Inhibitors**

**Introduction**

The development of antibodies is a serious complication of factor replacement therapy. The antibodies bind to the factor VIII or IX molecule and in many cases neutralize (inhibit) the hemostatic efficacy. The incidence of inhibitory antibodies in patients with severe hemophilia A is about 30%, whereas less common in patients with a milder form of the disease. Among persons with hemophilia B, inhibitors are less frequent and usually <5%. The presence of an inhibitor is confirmed using the “Bethesda inhibitor assay” with Nijmegen modifications and classified according to the peak titer into “high” (>5 BU/mL) or “low responding” (<5 BU/mL). The antibodies usually appear within the first 50 treatment doses, but may occur throughout life.

Inhibitory antibodies at low titer can be overcome by saturating levels of the deficient factor, whereas bleedings in patients with high titer need to be treated with “bypassing agents”. These agents will not be affected by the factor VIII or IX inactivating antibodies but induce hemostasis. There are two bypassing agents currently available in Nordic countries; one plasma-derived activated prothrombin complex concentrate (aPCC) and one recombinant coagulation factor VIIa (rFVIIa). These agents are also used in inhibitor patients for the cover of surgical procedures and in the prevention of bleeds (prophylaxis). The most favorable option for inhibitor patients is the eradication of the inhibitor by immune tolerance induction (ITI) therapy. In this therapy, regular infusions of factor concentrates (factor VIII or IX) are administered (usually daily and at high doses) for weeks to years with or without immune-modulating drugs. We recommend that the ITI should be performed according to an international protocol and the patients should be recruited to international studies whenever possible.

**Bypassing agents for the treatment of bleeds**

Most of the studies of rFVIIa and aPCC are retrospective and observational with low scientific value if one applies strict scientific criteria, but both agents have shown to be effective in the majority of cases. One drawback using these drugs is the cost. Therefore, the treatments with rFVIIa and aPCC need to be optimized to the extent possible. Two randomized head-to-head-studies have been conducted showing a
similar high hemostatic effectiveness with both products. However, a difference in efficacy was observed with the respective products in one and the same patient, suggesting that predictive markers for the treatment response need to be identified (60, 61).

The randomized study by Young et al (61) compared not only rFVIIa with aPCC, but also two treatment doses of rFVIIa in a blinded design. The results suggest in accordance with other case series and cohort studies, that rFVIIa can be administered at a dose of 270 µg/kg on a single occasion, instead of three doses of 90 µg/kg, without reducing the efficacy or exposing the patient to risk (62).

The mechanisms of action differ between aPCC and rFVIIa. Therefore, a sequential or combined use of them has been studied and suggested to improve efficacy (63). The risk of thromboembolic complications however always needs to be taken into account (64), in particular in patients with a central venous access device, and the parallel use of them used cautiously and for the time being only in resistant cases. An algorithm for the use of aPCC and rFVIIa has been defined (65).

**Recommendations**

FVIII and FIX should be used as the first option in patients with a current low inhibitor titer, in order to saturate the inhibitor and reach a hemostatic factor level. In the case of life-threatening bleeds, irrespective of inhibitor response, FVIII/IX:C should be monitored at least daily. The risk of allergic reactions associated with FIX concentrates should be taken into consideration.

The use of bypassing agents at the doses of aPCC 50-100 IU/kg every 6-12 h or rFVIIa 90-120 µg/kg every 2-3 h is indicated for patients with inhibitor levels >5 BU/mL for treatment of any bleed and in those with high-responding inhibitors but a current low level (<5 BU/mL) in case of a non-life-threatening bleed. Children may need higher doses up to 270 µg/kg of rFVIIa as an initial dose followed by lower doses depending on the hemostatic effect.

rFVIIa is preferred in patients with a known anamnestic response prior to start of ITI, as well as in patients previously not being exposed to plasma products.

Antibody removal by immunoadsorption might be considered in patients with high inhibitor titers in order to allow treatment with FVIII/IX concentrates.
Concurrent use of tranexamic acid should always be considered with rFVIIa treatment, but also in association with aPCC to improve the hemostatic effect.

Higher doses of rFVIIa (up to 270 µg/kg) and/or shorter intervals (<2hrs) should be considered in young children and in the case of treatment failures.

The daily dose of aPCC should routinely not exceed 200 IU/kg.

In hemophilia B patients with inhibitors, rFVIIa is preferred. FIX-containing agents e.g. aPCC should not be routinely used.

In the case of bleeds resistant to monotherapy with each bypassing agent, a sequential use in the order of aPCC (50-75 IU/kg) and rFVIIa (90-100 µg/kg) with an interval of ≥2 hrs or a combined use of aPCC (20-30 IU/kg) and rFVIIa (30-60 µg/kg) may be considered. The risk of thromboembolic complications however always needs to be taken into account.

**Bypassing agents to prevent bleeds**

Prophylactic treatment with bypass agents is a costly treatment, but may be considered in persistent inhibitor patients and/or phenotypic bleeders to protect against harmful bleeds while waiting for the inhibitor to become eradicated. A head-to-head comparison between the two currently available bypassing agents has not been performed, but available data suggest that both drugs can be used prophylactically to reduce the number of bleeds (66, 67). In patients with low-responding inhibitors, prophylaxis with the deficient factor can be used to prevent against bleeds as well as potentially induce tolerance.

**Recommendations**

Prophylaxis with rFVIIa (90 µg/kg) once daily or aPCC (50 IU/kg) every other day should be considered in patients with severe and/or frequent bleeds i.e.:

1. One severe/life-threatening bleed
2. Three significant bleeds in the same location within a six month period
3. Significant bleeds requiring by-pass therapy ≥ once monthly

The number and severity of bleeds during prophylactic treatment with bypassing agents should be carefully monitored.
A hemostatic improvement should be required defined as a reduction in the number of significant bleeds with ≥50% within a 2 month period.

**Immune tolerance induction (ITI) therapy**

ITI treatment with the intent to induce tolerance was described in the 1970s and should be the ultimate goal when possible in all patients with a persistent inhibitor to reduce the risk of harmful bleeds. Successful treatment also has a cost-saving potential. The principle mainly consists of a repeated exposure for the deficient factor with or without the concomitant use of immunosuppressive agents. Several different regimens have been described, many of which seem to have a similar outcome. A decline of the pre-ITI titer to low levels and a low peak before or during ITI seems to mirror a beneficial immune response. One randomized study has so far been conducted - in patients with “good risk” severe hemophilia A and high titer inhibitors comparing high (200 IU/kg/d) and low dose (50 IU/kg 3 times/week) FVIII. No difference in success rate (about 70% in the intention-to-treat analysis) between the treatment arms was seen. However, the time to achieve a negative titer, i.e. the phase with most frequent bleedings, was significantly shorter with the high dose regimen (68).

The other non-randomized studies reported in the literature are difficult to compare since the agents, doses, dose intervals, and definitions of tolerance vary. However, most of the retrospective analyses show tolerance to be induced in up to 60-80% of the cases regardless of the type of agent and dose (69). A higher efficacy rate of von Willebrand-containing FVIII products to induce tolerance compared with more highly purified products has been suggested in patients with unfavorable prognosis. However, additional studies and data are needed to confirm these findings.

**ITI and mild/moderate hemophilia**

In hemophilia A, up to 25% of new inhibitors occur in patients with mild or moderate disease and changes the bleeding phenotype from mild/moderate to severe (70). Inhibitors most commonly arise following an intensive episode of replacement therapy for surgery or major trauma. The risk of inhibitor development also appears to be associated with some high-risk factor VIII gene mutations. The limited data available in patients with non-severe hemophilia A suggests that when treatment is used, strategies that modulate the immune system, such as the use of rituximab may
have greater benefit than ITI performed with only the deficient factor, but additional studies are needed to confirm these findings. Importantly, the inhibitors might be transient and disappear spontaneously. Therefore, the necessity of eradication treatment should be critically examined for each individual patient (71).

**ITI and hemophilia B**
ITI treatment in hemophilia B seems to be associated with a less successful outcome compared with hemophilia A. The reasons for this are not known. In addition, the procedure is, in some cases, jeopardized by the occurrence of an allergic reaction and nephrotic syndrome. The use of ITI in these patients therefore needs careful monitoring and should initially be provided in the hospital setting. To reduce the exposure for the deficient factor IX molecule, lower dose and immunosuppressive drugs should be considered, such as the use of steroids, rituximab, cyclophosphamide, cyclosporine, mycophenolate mofetil and/or other agents (72, 73).

**Recommendations**
All children with confirmed low-responding inhibitor should continue on regular replacement therapy to induce tolerance.

Adults with a low-responding inhibitor should if persistent and, preferentially if bleeds are not successfully treated on demand with the deficient factor, be offered regular replacement therapy to induce tolerance.

Children with high-responding inhibitor, but no bleedings may wait with ITI until decline of the inhibitor - preferentially below 10 BU/mL. In case of bleedings, ITI should be started immediately.

Adult patients with high-responding inhibitors should be offered ITI as for children.

A high factor dose seems to reduce the time to reach a negative inhibitor titer, and since bleeds mainly occur during this period, a dose of 100-200 IU/kg/d should be first-line option whenever possible. Lower dose may however be used with a similar final outcome – at least in so called good risk patients.

No consistent data indicate the beneficial use of one type of product over the others, but in patients who fail the initial attempt of ITI with high purity FVIII, a VWF-containing FVIII concentrates should be considered.
Switch of ITI protocol or discontinuation of ITI should be considered when no further significant decline (approximately 50%) or improvement in clinical phenotype / PK has occurred for 4-6 months.

In resistant cases and in poor risk patients, the combined use of the deficient factor and immunosuppression should be considered – even as first-line treatment in adult patients.

Immunosuppression may be considered as a first-line option in patients with hemophilia B and a causative gene defect such as a gene deletion and/or nonsense mutation.

After successful tolerance the dosing should be tapered to regular prophylactic treatment.

In patients with mild/moderate hemophilia, the possibility of spontaneous remission (≈ 20%) should be taken into consideration and a watch and wait strategy might be advisable before treatment. If persistent, the combined use of the deficient factor and immunosuppression should be considered as a first-line option.
Surgery in hemophilia - practical guidelines

Preoperative planning

Surgical and invasive procedures can be performed safely in PWHs. Due to the increased risk of bleeding complications during surgery, thoroughly planning should be performed prior to surgery. Coordinated standard pre-, intra and postoperative assessment and planning are mandatory (intended) to optimize surgical outcome and utilization of resources, while minimizing the risk for bleeding and other adverse events during and after surgery. Because of the concentration of expertise and experience, it is recommended that any surgery in patients with hemophilia and especially inhibitor patients are planned and executed in conjunction with a hemophilia treatment center (HTC) (74).

The patient’s expectations regarding surgical outcome and recovery are also important to explore upfront of an orthopedic procedure. The hematologist should provide a written detailed treatment plan including duration and dosage of hemostatic therapies, also covering the rehabilitation phase.

The patient’s hemostatic functions should be screened prior to surgery. Laboratory test as:

- Platelet count
- APTT
- Prothrombin time
- FVIII/FIX level
- Inhibitor test
- Fibrinogen
- Blood group including irregular antibodies
- Recovery test

It is important that an inhibitor test is performed recently before surgery and that an in vivo response assessment is performed to test the recovery of a standard dose of the factor concentrate selected for substitution during surgery. Data from these tests can be used to plan the substitution program during and after surgery.

Based on the response (recovery), a substitution program should be outlined, giving exact information on the number of units of coagulation factor to be used and the timing of concentrate infusion during surgery and the entire post-operative period and whether repetitive bolus infusions or continuous infusion are preferred.
The substitution schedule should also provide information about the need for prophylactic treatment during the rehabilitation training program both in hospital and home.

Factor FVIII/FIX should be monitored peri-immediately postoperative and at least once daily in the hospitalized period to adjust the factor levels achieved (75).

Due to an increased risk of inhibitor development during the first 20 exposure days surgery should be postponed if possible.

Thromboprophylaxis should not be administered routinely. In patients with previous VTE, with severe risk factors, such as obesity and active cancer, thromboprophylaxis might be considered.

**Substitution principles**

In clinical management of surgical episodes in patients suffering from hemophilia, two major substitution principles have been adopted: Bolus injections of factor concentrate every 6-12 h and continuous infusion of factor concentrate by means of a pump delivery system.

**Continuous infusion**

The continuous infusion (CI) principle has been in use in some hemophilia centers for numerous years. One of the strongest arguments favouring continuous infusion is its superiority in providing the patient with a safe and constant level of the coagulation factor in question by balancing input with clearance. At a reasonably constant factor level, the risk of early and late re-bleeding may be diminished or abrogated. Further, continuous infusion may reduce concentrate spending compared to bolus injections, since peaks of factor level are avoided. However, there are some issues concerning CI practices. The bag system most often used with the pumps has the theoretical risk of infection and/or factor concentrate degradation during storage at room temperature. These questions have been extensively studied and appear not to be a problem within 72 h of CI determined by laboratory testing of stability and sterility. Phlebitis at the infusion site was regularly reported using CI, however this problem is nowadays very seldom seen after small amounts of heparin or LMW-heparin was added to the infusion bag. A quite frequently reported complication is related to loss of battery power or other failures of the delivery pump system. Finally, suspicion has been raised that continuous infusion may be associated with development of
inhibitors, especially in non-severe hemophilia, although medical evidence in standard terms are lacking.

**Bolus injections**

Bolus injections refer to administration of pre-planned doses of factor concentrate infused at scheduled time intervals. The response to bolus injections is dependent of the dose administered. A sufficient factor level in blood is the one that does not go below a predetermined trough level of factor (immediately before the next dose) and that does not cause untoward bleeding. This means that the immediate pre-dose sample should illustrate the minimum target level of factor that ensures, in the clinical situation, adequate hemostasis. While this value is a critical determinant of bleeding risk, the post-dose factor level may vary a great deal.

A clear disadvantage of using bolus injection strategy is the requirements for frequent injections at 8-12 hour intervals. Since the hemostatic efficacy of concentrate with bolus administration is dependent of the through level, a certain degree of spillage may be demanded to maintain that particular level. Another disadvantage of bolus injection methods is related to the substitution program and its costs. The peak value of factor in blood probably represents an overshoot of factor needed, and thus a relative risk of overuse of factor concentrate.

**Major surgery including orthopedic surgery**

FVIII/IX level 0.7-1.0 kIU/L immediately before a surgical procedure and replacement therapy for 7-10 days after major surgery are to be targeted. Prophylaxis should then be continued. Tranexamic acid (25 mg/kg p.o / 10 mg/kg i.v.) should be combined with factor replacement 3-4 times daily for 7-10 days.

For the bolus infusion: A bolus dose of approximately 50 IU/kg (FVIII) should be administered just before anesthesia. The dose for giving a steady state level is calculated for the next 24 h according to the formula (clearance (CL) x BW x 24) where default values of 3 and 4 can be used as CL for FVIII and IX respectively. Two hours after the bolus dose (see above) it is recommended to give another 2.000 IU to an adult patient and the total dose for the next 24 h according to the formula is then given in 6 hour intervals for FVIII and 8 hour intervals for FIX,
**Continuous infusion**

Recovery calculation to determine the initial bolus dose:

\[ \text{Recovery} = \frac{\text{Increase in factor level} \, (\%) \times \text{BW}}{\text{Test dose} \, \text{IU}} \]

\[ \text{Bolus dose} = \frac{\text{Desired increase in factor level} \, (\%) \times \text{BW}}{\text{Recovery}} \]

\[ \text{Infusion rate} = \text{Clearance} \times \text{desired factor level} \, (\text{IU/kg}) \]

\[ \text{Daily dose} = \text{Infusion rate} \times \text{BW} \times 24 \, \text{h} \]

\[ \text{Clearance} = \frac{\text{Infusion concentration} \, \text{kIU/L} \times \text{infusion rate} \, \text{mL/24 h}}{\text{Measured factor level} \, \text{kIU/L}} \]

Clearance (mL/h/kg) often measured. Varies between individuals and products, especially for FIX:

- Hemophilia A: Adult: 3, Children: 5
- Hemophilia B: Adult: 6

Desired FVIII/IX levels in the patients for continuous infusion and trough levels for the bolus injection group:

Day 1-3: 0.70 kIU/L
Day 4-6: 0.50 kIU/L
Day 7-9: 0.30 kIU/L

Then tapering off - bolus infusions before physiotherapy.
**Minor surgery**
In general, a factor level of 0.5 kIU/L is recommended before the surgical procedure and replacement therapy for 1-5 days depending on the procedure.

**Specific surgery**

**Dental extraction**
For invasive surgical intervention it is recommended to increase the factor level >0.5 kIU/L pre-operatively and use an oral antifibrinolytic agent (tranexamic acid) agent pre-and post operatively in combination with local therapy (76).

**Circumcision**
A general recommendation for circumcision is a factor level of 0.7-1.0 kIU/L at the start of surgery and a level >0.5 kIU/L maintained for at least 2-3 days (some recommend 7-10 d) together with antifibrinolytics. When performing circumcision in patients with mild hemophilia A desmopressing (DDAVP) 0.3 µg/kg intravenously before the initiation of surgery and an additional dose on the second day can be considered in DDAVP responding patients (77).

**Liver biopsy**
In patients undergoing liver biopsy, the preoperative factor level should be as for major surgery 0.7-1.0 kIU/L and replacement therapy should be continued for at least 3 days with concomitant use of tranexamic acid as described below (78). Bed rest for 8-12 h after the biopsy is recommended.

**Tonsillectomy/Adenotony**
In children undergoing tonsillectomy preoperative factor level should be 0.7-1.0 kIU/L and replacement therapy should be continued for 7-10 days days with concomitant use of tranexamic acid as described below (77, 78).

**Prostatectomy**
Prostatectomy should be considered as major surgery. However, substitution therapy should be continued for at least 2 weeks due to the increased risk of late bleeding complications.
**Mild hemophilia**

Surgery in persons with mild hemophilia A can be performed using desmopressin (DDAVP) when FVIII can be raised to an appropriate therapeutic level. Administration of desmopressin (DDAVP) can raise FVIII level adequately (three to six times baseline levels) in patients with mild, and possibly moderate, hemophilia A. Testing for DDAVP response prior to surgery should be performed after one and four hours.

Desmopressin does not affect FIX levels and is of no value in hemophilia B.

- 0.3 µg/kg i.v. or s.c.
- 300 µg i.n. (spray) (150 µg if BW <30 kg)

Intravenously (i.v.): slow injection of DDAVP (diluted in 10 mL saline) during 15 minutes or infusion (diluted in 50-100 mL saline) during 30 minutes diluted in 50-100 mL saline. Peak FVIII/VWF levels are observed at 60 minutes.

Subcutaneously (s.c.): Peak FVIII/VWF levels are reached after about 120 minutes. Octostim® solution (15 µg/mL) is the most suitable for s.c. administration, due to its high concentration. Often a single 15 µg dose s.c. will suffice in adults.

An additional dose of DDAVP is infused on the second day (12/24h). DDAVP may cause fluid retention, which deserves special attention in the youngest children (<4 years) in whom FVIII concentrate should be considered. A fluid restriction of 1-1.5 L is recommended.
Tranexamic acid
Tranexamic acid is an antifibrinolytic agent. Administration can be oral, intravenous or topical (e.g. as mouthwash). It can be used in combination with DDAVP, FVIII/FIX and rFVIIa. To increase its effectiveness, tranexamic acid should be given prior to elective procedures and with repetitive dosing to ensure concentrations in tissues as well.

- Orally 25 mg/kg 3-4 times daily for 7-10 days
- Intravenously 10 mg/kg 3-4 times daily for 7-10 days
- Mouthwash 10 mL of a 5% solution 4 times daily, which can be swallowed

Limitations
- Contraindicated in the management of upper urinary tract bleeds
- Dose reduction is necessary in patients with renal insufficiency
- Should be avoided, or its usage minimized, in patients with a recent thromboembolism and/or a previous personal or family history of thromboembolic disease
- No data are available on the use of tranexamic acid in newborns

Adverse effects
Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and abdominal pain.

Postoperative management
Adequate pain control is an important factor in successful postoperative management and rehabilitation. However, in general, neuraxial anesthetic and analgesic techniques (epidural anesthesia) are contraindicated postoperatively due to the risk of bleeds. However, nerve blocks may be used in this patient group (with caution and under replacement coverage). Acetylsalicylic acid and Cyclooxygenase-1 inhibitors should also be avoided since they induce platelet dysfunction and thereby contribute to impaired hemostasis. COX-2 inhibitors are suitable with proton pump inhibitors, unless there is renal insufficiency.

A physical therapy plan to assess pre- and postsurgical rehabilitation is advisable to patients undergoing elective orthopedic surgery and the physical therapist should be
experienced in the management of hemophilia and in frequent communication with the other members of the hemophilia treatment team

**Orthopedic aspects**
Orthopedic surgery in PWHs is truly a collective effort, involving not only the surgeon but also collaboration with the comprehensive hemophilia center team to address serious considerations. The optimal timing of orthopedic surgery during the lifetime of the hemophilic patient is unknown. However, the more demanding social and professional life of youth also favour the early correction of joint disease. These factors have contributed to the tendency towards early orthopedic intervention, and the focus of such procedures has shifted from relief of pain towards the correction of functional disability.

**Table 5: Recommended plasma factor levels before and after surgery**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hemophilia A and B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Desired level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration (days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major surgery</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-op</td>
<td>0.7-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-op</td>
<td>0.6-0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minor surgery</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-op</td>
<td>&gt;0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post op</td>
<td>1-5 depending on procedure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Surgery in PWHs with inhibitors

Surgery in persons with hemophilia and high–titered inhibitors is a clinical challenge and was for a long time considered as almost impossible. However, surgical experience during the last 10-15 years using bypassing agents have shown that despite increased bleeding risk compared to non-inhibitor patients the results are in general good (79). Consequently, patients with inhibitors should not be denied surgical procedures. Nevertheless, surgery continues to pose a major challenge in these patients, as the costs are significantly higher than in patients without inhibitors in addition to a higher risk of bleeding.

All surgical procedures in patients should be conducted by a specialized surgeon in association with a hemophilia comprehensive care center.

Currently, there are today no standardized laboratory assays to monitor the efficacy and optimal dosing of bypassing products following surgery. However, preoperative evaluation of hemostatic response to bypassing agents using thrombin generation test (TGT) or thromboelastography has been reported as a means to predict and optimize the hemostatic outcome during the peri- and postoperative phase (80, 81).

aPCC and rFVIIa

The bypassing agents aPCC - factor eight inhibitor bypass activity (FEIBA®, Baxter AG, Vienna, Austria), and recombinant activated factor VII (rFVIIa) (NovoSeven®, NovoNordisk A/S, Bagsvaerd, Denmark) are the treatment of choice in patients with if the inhibitor level exceeds 5 BU/mL. Which one to use depends on several factors as the age of the patient, prior history of efficacy to a product, costs and safety. APCC have been used extensively for a long period of time and has the advantage of dosing every 8-12 h, whereas rVIIa must be infused every 2-3 h. rFVIIa offers the advantage of being a recombinant protein, and therefore unlikely to be contaminated with infectious agents, as opposed to aPCC which is plasma derived. However, the risk is minimized as aPCC is now double virus inactivated and no transmission of blood born infectious agents has been reported since these precautions were undertaken. Both products are effective in achieving hemostasis, and one should switch to the other product if the first choice fails. Side effects including venous thrombotic events, disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) and myocardial
infarction have been reported using both aPCC and rFVIIa, although at a very low incident rate, if doses within the manufacturers recommended range are used. The main disadvantages of rFVIIa compared to aPCC are high cost and frequent infusions (see chapter Inhibitors).

**Management of substitution therapy in the peri- and postoperative phase**

In patients with a low-titer (<5 BU) or a low responding inhibitor the use of high dose FVIII or FIX concentrates to overcome the inhibitors might be applicable in the initial phase. However, an anamnestic response may occur and one should be prepared to switch to a bypassing agent at any time.

**aPCC - FEIBA®**

During the last 15 years more than 200 surgical procedures have been reported in case reports using aPCC as replacement therapy in patients with inhibitors. The hemostatic efficacy in these case series have been reported from 78% to 100%. Variable initial doses, frequency and duration of treatment using aPCC have been reported however, continuous infusion has not been studied.

The Norwegian experience using aPCC for surgery counts 37 surgical procedures, 17 major and 20 minor (79-82). APCC was delivered by short –time infusions (15-20 min) three times daily. A preoperative loading dose of 100 IU/kg was given. The following doses were adjusted to a total daily dose of 200 IU/kg/d. Following the third postoperative day, the dose of aPCC was tapered to a daily dose 150 IU/kg and from the 7th postoperative day tapered gradually to 100 IU/kg. 50 IU/kg every second day was given as post surgical prophylaxis and prior to physical therapy. A good or excellent hemostatic outcome was observed for all minor procedures and in 15/17 (88%) of the major procedures. A few consensus reports for using aPCC as replacement therapy in inhibitor patients undergoing surgery based on the present literature have been published (83, 84). Common in these recommendations are a preoperative bolus infusion of 50-100 IU/kg and then a dose of 75-100 IU/kg every 8-12 h with a maximum daily dose of 200 IU/kg and depending on the clinical condition and type of surgery the dose may be tapered until discharge (Table 6).
Many case series with a small number of patients have reported a good hemostatic outcome using rFVIIa for different surgical procedures in PWHs with inhibitors. However, variable doses and protocols have been reported and only two small prospective randomized studies have been published addressing the dose and mode of administration (85, 86). Shapiro and colleagues compared the effect of two doses of rFVIIa in 29 patients with inhibitors for minor and major operative procedures. The patients were randomized to either 35 µg/kg vs 90 µg/kg every 2 h for 2 days, then every 2-6 h for total 5 days. Concerning major surgery the effectiveness at day 5 was found to be 40% for the low dose whereas 83% for the high dose concluding that rFVIIa 90 µg/kg is an effective first-line option for major surgery in patients with inhibitors. Concerning minor surgery, 70% and 100% of the procedures were found to be effective or partially effective for the low dose and high dose, respectively.

Pruthi and colleagues (86) studied the efficacy and safety of administering rFVIIa after an initial bolus dose of 90 µg/kg and then randomization to either repetitive bolus infusion (BI) (90 µg/kg) every two hours or continuous infusion (CI) 50 µg/kg/h for 5 days in 22 major surgical procedures in hemophilia A or B patients with inhibitors. They found comparable hemostatic efficacy and safety of BI and CI, however the treatment was considered as ineffective in three subjects in each arm.

Valentino and colleagues reported from the Haemophilia and Thrombosis research registry and literature, which also incorporated a small number of medical procedures (n=45) in addition to surgical and dental procedures, and found rFVIIa to be effective in 333 (84%) of the 395 cases represented (87). Thromboembolic complications attributable to rFVIIa were reported in 0.025% of these procedures.

Based on the present literature a few general expert recommendations have been given for using rFVIIa to cover surgical procedures (83, 88) (Table 6). The initial bolus dose should at least be 90 µg/kg given immediately preoperatively and then every 2 h for at least 48 h. However, due to observed bleeding complications in a minority of procedures an even higher initial bolus dose of 120-180 µg/kg have been proposed. After 2 days the dosage interval may be increased to 3, 4 the 6 h on days 3, 5, and 8 respectively, and continued until discharge.

Pretreatment with 90 µg/kg is recommended before each physical therapy session.
In case of unexpected peri- or postoperative bleeding episodes using bypassing agent one should increase the dose of already initiated treatment agent to maximum dose for rFVIIa (up to 270 µg/kg) or aPCC (200 IU/kg/d). If hemostasis is still not achieved an alternative bypassing agent should be rapidly implemented similarly to unresponsive severe bleeding episodes (Fig. 5). If monotherapy with either of the products at maximum doses have been ineffective sequential or concomitant treatment with both bypassing agents might be considered for salvage treatment.

**Bypassing agents and antifibrinolytics**

The antifibrinolytic agent tranexamic acid (TXA) increases clot stability and is used concomitantly with coagulation factor replacement to improve hemostasis in PWHs without inhibitors. It is not contraindicated to combine rFVIIa with TXA to improve hemostasis although it is not systematically studied. In contrast to rFVIIa, aPCC has not been recommended to be given together with TXA unless a time lag of 6 h between administrations of the two drugs. The reason for this caution is safety concerns with an estimated increased risk of thrombotic events and disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). However, strong evidence supporting this precaution is lacking. A recently clinical study showed good hemostatic results and no episodes of thromboembolic events or DIC and hypercoagulability in inhibitor patients that had previously been refractory to monotherapy treatment (79, 89). At least whenever possible applied locally either as mouth rinse or moistened dressings the combination of TXA and aPCC is considered as safe. The dose of tranexamic acid commonly used is 10 mg/kg intravenously or 25 mg/kg orally 3-4 times daily for 7-10 days.

**Bypassing agents and thromboprophylaxis**

Although thrombosis might be a concern using bypassing agents, postoperative anticoagulation (e.g. low-molecular-weight heparin) is not recommended in patients with inhibitors. For the majority of the patients the use of graduated compression stockings and early mobilization are sufficient to prevent venous thromboembolism.
Table 6: Recommended dosage of rFVIIa and aPCC for surgery in patients with hemophilia and inhibitors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preoperative dose</th>
<th>Postoperative management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>rFVIIa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor surgery</td>
<td>90 µg/kg</td>
<td>90 µg/kg every 2 h up to four times, then every 3-6 h until discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Surgery</td>
<td>90-120 µg/kg</td>
<td>90 µg/kg every 2 h the first 48 h, then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90 µg/kg every 3, 4 the 6 h on days 3, 5, and 8 respectively until discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CI*: 50 µg/kg/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>aPCC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor surgery</td>
<td>50-100 IU/kg</td>
<td>50-75 IU/kg every 8-12 h until discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major surgery</td>
<td>75-100 IU/kg</td>
<td>70 IU/kg every 8 h for at least 3 days with a maximum daily dose of 200 IU/kg. Dose may be tapered from day 4 to 50-75 IU/kg every 8 h.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CI: Continuous infusion
Algorithm to manage post-surgical bleeding episodes in patients with high–titer inhibitors

Post-surgical period

1. Initial Bypass
   - Continue
   - Decrease

2. Increase Dose*
   - Continue
   - Decrease

3. Switch Products
   - Continue
   - Decrease

4. Increase Dose
   - Continue
   - Decrease

5. Combined Sequential
   - Continue
   - Decrease

*Omit this stage if already at maximum dose.

Modified from suggested treatment strategy of life-or-limb threatening bleeding episodes
Comorbidities in the ageing patients with hemophilia

Introduction
Improved treatment has extended life expectancy for PWHs during the last two decades making them susceptible not only to complications of hemophilia, but also to age related co-morbidities same as in the general male population (90, 91). Apart from the initial devastating effects on morbidity and mortality associated with the transmission of viral pathogens during the 1980’s and early 1990’s, the availability of factor concentrates and improved treatment regimens have had a favourable influence on longevity and quality of life of PWHs.

At present with only scarce evidence based data available, little is known about how to manage these “new” concomitant illnesses in a scientific manner, apart from hemophilic arthropathy and chronic infections with HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) and HCV (hepatitis C virus). Co-morbidities like metabolic syndrome, cardiovascular and renal disease, along with infection related issues and cancer represent a series of new challenges to physicians treating PWHs. Expertise from specialists in e.g. cardiology, neurology, oncology, nephrology and urology need to be included in the multidisciplinary team of physicians treating elderly PWHs in comprehensive hemophilia care centers.

Current status and recommendations / managing suggestions

Joint disease
The most prominent co-morbidity in middle-aged and older PWHs is irreversible joint arthropathy (91, 92). Due to lack of treatment, recurrent hemarthroses result in initial synovial hypertrophy and neoangiogenesis further increasing the risk of bleeding and later on result in degenerative changes of the joint. This leads to limited use of the affected, often weight-bearing joint, causes pain, muscle atrophy, anchylosis (reduces range of motion), contractures and osteoporosis, the latter expressed by a reduced bone mineral density (BMD) or impaired bone structure.
The goal of treatment is to try to improve joint function, relieve pain and assist the patient in resuming to normal activities of daily living. Physiotherapy is an important treatment modality to improve or maintain muscle function and joint motion, may reduce the risk of falls and encourage an interest for an active lifestyle. Appropriate pain management including suitable medication needs to be carried out to prevent further deterioration, but also needs to be monitored closely for side effects (93). Lifestyle changes, e.g. weight loss and regular exercise, would also be beneficial. The use of secondary prophylaxis (regular treatment with factor concentrate after onset of arthropathy) reduces bleeding frequency and facilitates rehabilitation, but does not alter established degenerative changes that worsen with age. Despite adequate treatment and even in the absence of an inhibitor, target joint bleeds require procedures, such as radiosynovectomy to control synovial hypertrophy or at times angiographic embolization to stop joint bleeding from arterial origin (93, 94). To reduce severe pain and disability arthroscopy, arthrodesis, arthroplasty or total joint replacement are efficient interventions.

Osteopenia can be prevented or reduced through a supplement of calcium, vitamin D and exercise, while osteoporosis necessitates specialist treatment with one or several drugs including bisphosphonates, estrogens, calcitonins and monoclonal antibodies (95). Thus, assessment of bone mineral density (BMD) by imaging studies (DEXA scan) and laboratory evaluation are recommended as part of comprehensive hemophilia care.

Chronic joint pain is a common symptom in the ageing PWH. Pain management during acute bleeding episodes, peri- and post-operatively and for long-term needs has not been systematically studied in hemophilia, thus treatment is mostly empirical as there are no consensus guidelines available (96). Pharmacological treatment options include paracetamol (cave liver dysfunction) and COX-2 inhibitors (cave gastro duodenal intolerability, cardiovascular disease) in combination with synthetic or genuine opiates (cave addiction). Non-pharmacological treatment modalities should also be evaluated. A standardized management approach includes a close relationship between pain specialist and the staff at hemophilia treatment centers. In addition to assessing pain, quality of life and disability status need to be evaluated and followed. Psychological aspects and issues with addiction are important to consider. Treatment algorithms/protocols may be helpful.
**Infection related issues / complications**

With the introduction of HAART (highly active antiretroviral treatment) a substantial decrease in HIV infection related deaths (over time) were seen (95). Also the HIV related occurrence of NHL (non-Hodgkin lymphoma) has declined. HAART treatment increases the risk of metabolic syndrome, diabetes, renal insufficiency and atherosclerotic CVD (cardiovascular disease) in non-bleeding patients. A similar impact is suspected to apply to PWHs (90, 93). Close laboratory monitoring is therefore recommended. HAART has also been reported to increase frequency and severity of hemarthrosis in hemophilia (95).

HCV is the major cause of chronic liver disease since especially genotype 1 responds poorly to standard treatment with subcutaneous Peg-IFN (pegylated interferon) and oral ribavirin. Poor treatment response is also seen in the numerous PWHs who have a HIV and HCV co-infection. Those who are co-infected also have a marked increased risk for progression in their liver disease with a later risk of transformation from liver cirrhosis into HCC (hepatocellular carcinoma (90, 91, 93). Cirrhosis and portal hypertension with development of esophageal varices in combination with hypocoagulable state, including thrombocytopenia, increase the risk of bleeding (93). Periodic fibroscan and ultrasound screening accompanied by measurement of AFP (alpha fetoprotein) may help identify progressive disease earlier (95). New antiviral therapy including HCV protease inhibitors will hopefully achieve sustained virological response rates. Otherwise the only curative option is liver transplantation.

**Metabolic syndrome**

The term describes a complex of signs that increase the risk for type 2 diabetes, stroke and coronary artery disease. Diagnostic criteria include increased body mass index (BMI) >30 kg/m², hypertension, dyslipidemia and hyperinsulinemia. Middle-aged PWHs tend to become obese and inactive due to severe arthropathy. HAART treatment for HIV can result in hypertension, ischemic heart disease and dyslipidemia. Patients need appropriate treatment management, regular clinical and laboratory follow-up, which should also be coordinated with the primary care physician, if needed (97).
Cardiovascular disease
Conflicting data exist on whether hemophilia protects against development of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular events (94, 95, 98, 99). The same risk factors that affect the general population also seem to have impact on ageing PWHs. Increasing age, obesity, smoking, arterial hypertension, diabetes and dyslipidemia and inflammation (detected with high sensitivity-CRP and elevated factor VIII levels in hemophilia B) contribute to cardiovascular disease.

An institutional non-evidence-based Dutch guideline covers acute coronary syndrome (ACS) and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), where, after substitution with the deficient factor, the PWH is treated as close to general guidelines for non-PWHs as possible (100). DDAVP (desmopressin) should be avoided as a hemostatic due to non-specific thrombogenic effects. Thrombolysis is not recommended. If necessary, documented in case series, a bare-metal stent should be favoured since only four weeks of dual antiplatelet therapy is needed, or alternatively a coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) (90, 99). When treating valvular heart disease a material should be chosen that does not necessitate anticoagulation.

Emphasis should be made on not to “overtreat” in the course of replacement therapy especially with bypassing agents to avoid thrombotic events. A way to avoid hazardous peak levels during substitution therapy can be achieved by administering the needed coagulation factor by continuous infusion instead of bolus injections. Conversely, a certain empirical minimum factor level has to be maintained to allow for necessary antithrombotic treatment. In severe PWHs; >5% for aspirin alone and >30% for dual antiplatelet therapy (93).

Virtually no data are available for defining treatment strategies for cerebrovascular and peripheral artery disease (99). This also applies for non-valvular atrial fibrillation and venous thromboembolism. The use of low molecular weight heparin could be considered for short term treatment. Erectile dysfunction can be seen as the first manifestation of vascular disease and endothelial dysfunction. It can accompany the metabolic syndrome or be caused by age-related changes in hormonal, neurological and psychological function (101).
Renal disease

In young PWHs, hematuria often is a benign, transient, often idiopathic event. In older patients this bleeding symptom can be caused by several different conditions and etiology should be evaluated. In chronic renal disease uremia and anemia via platelet dysfunction increase the risk for kidney bleeding. So does hypertension that can be caused by chronic renal disease and at the same time represents a risk factor for development of cardiovascular disease as well as cerebral hemorrhage. HIV-associated nephropathy and immune complex glomerulonephritis, nephrotoxicity of HAART and co-infection with HCV make up a large proportion of causes for renal insufficiency. If dialysis is needed, peritoneal dialysis could be the preferred choice since no anticoagulation is needed. This however could contain the risk for infection and peritoneal hemorrhage especially in patients co-infected with HIV and/or HCV (94, 98, 102). For hemodialysis patients prophylactic factor dosing needs to be carefully tailored for access surgery and to allow the required anticoagulation.

Cancer

If malignancies that are a consequence of viral infection are excluded only a few clinical studies have addressed the issue of cancer in the ageing hemophilia population. It is uncertain whether the incidence of cancer in PWHs differs from that observed in the general middle-aged population (93, 102). Persons with severe hemophilia tend to have a higher rate of virus-related cancers whereas milder forms present an overweight of non virus-related cancer types. At times patients are diagnosed with acquired hemophilia due to unusual bleeding of a cancer. Attention must also be drawn to the importance of prompt evaluation if a middle-aged PWH experiences new, aggravated or recurring bleeding episodes due to a second peak of inhibitor incidence at the age of 60 and above. Despite the increased risk of bleeding investigation and procedures should not be delayed or avoided in PWHs. Relevant hemostatic treatment must be given to prevent bleeds both in the setting of diagnostic interventions and later on as well prior to surgical, chemo-, or radiotherapeutic treatment. One specific cancer type needs mentioning since it is one of the most frequent cancers in men, with increasing frequency up to the age of 70: prostate cancer (103). Prostate specific antigen (PSA) screening has reduced the percentage of disseminated disease at diagnosis more then 20-fold. The diagnosis necessitates needle biopsy. Despite hemostatic treatment bleeding occurs, but is
often mild to moderate and self-limiting. Antifibrinolytics should be used with caution and close observation for thrombus formation in the bladder and in the upper urinary tract with the risk of developing hydronephrosis. Several treatment options are available and seem to have equivalent survival rates.

**Conclusion**
Ageing PWHs present new challenges to hemophilia caretakers. The EHTSB (European Haemophilia Therapy Standardization Board) has in the absence of studies as a result of consensus meetings generated recommendations for the assessment, monitoring and follow-up of PWHs (104). On-going and future studies will hopefully clarify the most appropriate preventive measures and treatment regimens for co-morbidities, which often create management challenges in view of the hemostatic status of the PWH.

Centralized comprehensive hemophilia care is important throughout the life of PWHs. The challenges with comorbidities developing during aging are best managed in close multidisciplinary collaboration with different medical and surgical specialists and networking with patient’s local hematologist and primary care physician.
Treatment of pain

Among PWHs pain is a very common condition affecting quality of life (105). Basic pain treatment can be symptomatic and in some cases also directed against the underlying disorder. When evaluating pain it is important to take the patient’s life situation into account. The pain could be acute and/or severe or chronic. Pain from joints or muscles is very common in PWHs especially if the patient has hemophilia arthropathy, in which case the pain often is chronic. Bleeding in a joint or muscle will produce an acute pain and should be treated with relevant hemostatic drug as soon as possible in order to stop the bleeding. The evidence is scarce for the use of ice to reduce bleeding and inflammation due to joint or muscle bleeding in hemophilia.

If the PWH is not on a prophylactic treatment regime with factor concentrate and has a target joint, prophylaxis should be offered to avoid recurrent bleeding, inflammation and pain.

Several instruments exists for the evaluation of pain in PWHs among which are the visual analogue scale (VAS), health related quality of life (HRQoL), McGill Pain Questionnaire (arthritis) and others (96, 106).

In many situations chronic pain should be managed in a multidisciplinary team where the patient is rehabilitated with the help from pain management clinic, physiotherapists, psychologist, orthopedists, social workers, experts in management of pain in addition to the hemophilia doctors and nurses.

Analgetics

Mild analgetics are often used in the treatment of both acute and chronic pain. Paracetamol (acetaminophen) is the basic treatment and can if necessary be combined with tramadol or codeine.

The analgetic effect of codeine is caused by codeines conversion to morphine. In approximately 10% of the white population codeine is without analgetic effect, caused by inability to convert codeine to morphine. Tramadol is a synthetic codeine analogue. Common side effect to treatment with codeine, tramadol and morphine is nausea, constipation, vomiting and drowsiness. Codeine should be used with caution, especially in elderly patients because of the risk of cognitive side effects.
Information about dosage of analgesics to the patients is very important for the prevention of toxicity e.g. liver toxicity in the use of paracetamol in patients with chronic hepatitis or HIV.

Aspirin has an irreversible inhibition on platelet aggregation and should not be used in treatment of pain for PWHs. If the pain is caused by inflammation in a joint COX-2-inhibitors (celecoxib or etoricoxib) can be considered in selected PWHs. COX-2 inhibitors do not inhibit platelet aggregation. However even COX-2 inhibitors can have serious side effects like COX-1 inhibitors and should be used with caution in specific patients. One of the most serious side effects is gastroduodenal ulcers. The risk of gastrointestinal ulcers is lower with COX-2 inhibitors than COX-1 inhibitors and H₂ receptor antagonists or protoni pump inhibitors can be used to minimize the risk of ulcers. Both COX-1 and COX-2 inhibitors can have severe gastrointestinal, renal and cardiovascular (MI, stroke and other arterial thrombosis) side effect.

Among the NSAIDs COX-1 inhibitors e.g. ibuprofen has a reversible inhibition on platelet aggregation. COX-1 inhibitors should generally only be used on strong indication and with caution in the treatment of pain in PWHs due to the increased risk of bleeding and other serious side effects. If there is a strong indication for the use of COX-1 inhibitors in people with hemophilia it is recommended to choose a drug with a short half-life. Ibuprofen has a short half-life and the risk of side-effects (gastrointestinal ulcers and cardiovascular events) is considered low when the daily total dosage is 1,200 mg and below.

Some patients may benefit from using analgetics with prolonged effect especially for treatment of pain at night. Also transdermal formulas can benefit many patients with chronic pain issues.

In the case of severe acute pain morphine could be necessary to use at start, but due to the risk of addiction it should be given for a limited period of time.

Patients with severe complex chronic pain should be managed at a pain clinic. In the treatment of chronic pain gapapentin (medication for epilepsy) or tricyclic antidepressants can have an additive effect on the treatment with analgetics.

It is important to be aware of that children often express pain in a different way than adults. Before injections it is common to apply anesthetic cream to the skin of the child in order to minimize pain.
Pain in PWHs could be managed as described below (107, 108):

**Mild pain and/or chronic pain**
- Paracetamol alone or combined with
- Codeine or
- Tramadol

**Pain and joint inflammation (NSAIDs)**
- COX-2 inhibitors - celecoxib or etoricoxib
- COX-1 inhibitors – ibuprofen only in special circumstances

**Acute severe pain**
- Morphine

**Orthopedic surgery and treatment by the orthopedist**
Treatment by the orthopedic surgeon should always be considered, if the pain is a symptom caused by joint damage. Synovectomy with the removal of the synovial membrane can often be used, if the patient has inflammation without severe cartilage or bone destruction in the joint. If the joint is severely damaged a joint prosthesis is often the best solution to the pain problem. In some cases the physiotherapist or orthopedist can help the patient with orthosis or heightening of shoe heels.

**Intraarticular corticosteroid injection in joints with hemophilia arthropathy**
Intraarticular injection of corticosteroid for the treatment of inflammation and pain in joints with arthritis e.g. rheumatoid arthritis is a documented and established treatment modality (109).

If the PWH has a joint with inflammation, corticosteroid injection into the joint can be used. It has been demonstrated in a few studies that intra-articular injection of corticosteroids can reduce pain in hemophilia joints with inflammation (110, 111).

A prophylactic dose of factor concentrate should be given prior to the injection of corticosteroid. The intra-articular injection must be given under sterile condition and if possible, effusions can be drawn from the joint. In case of suspicion of infection the synovial fluid must be sent to further investigation to rule out infection and injection of
corticosteroid should not be given. The most serious but also very rare complication to intra-articular corticosteroid is infection.

The dose of corticosteroid depends on size of the joint and the degree of inflammation. The dose of corticosteroid could be e.g. triamcinolonehexacetonide (Lederspan®) 10-40 mg or triamcinolonacetonid (Kenalog®) 20-80 mg.

As it is essential to the effect of the treatment, that the corticosteroid is given into the joint, it is recommended that the injection is given by a physician, trained in giving injections into the joints. If possible the injection could be given guided by ultrasonography to increase the precision of injection.

After the injection the patient must avoid loading of the joint for at least 24 h. When corticosteroid is used in arthritis the effect of the injection stays at least four to six weeks but usually for several months or even longer. Osteoporosis around the joint needs to be managed appropriately.

Mild side effect is experienced in up to 10% of cases as flushing of the face, increased sweating in minutes to hours after the injection. In patients with arthritis approximately 2% can experience worsening of the pain lasting the first 24 h after the injection. Although systemic effects of the corticosteroid injection is minimal, measurements of blood glucose should be done in patients with diabetes mellitus, as the blood glucose in some cases can be elevated in the first days after the injection.
Physiotherapy

Introduction
The physiotherapist's role in care of the hemophilia patients has changed over the years depending on the progress of medical care with the ability to provide prophylaxis treatment with the missing factor (9). However, there is still a need of physiotherapy for patients who have not received preventive treatment during childhood and for those who have developed antibodies to the medication.

Physiotherapy can be divided into prevention, assessment, and treatment/rehabilitation.

Prevention
Patients will at an early age receive prophylaxis with coagulation factor concentrates and can be physically active to the same extent as non-hemophiliac children resulting in normal physical strength and mobility (112). Low physical activity can result in impaired bone mineralization and reduced bone mineral density in children with hemophilia compared with healthy (113). Good function of muscles around the joints has been shown to prevent joint and muscle bleeds. It is therefore essential to train muscle strength, endurance, and coordination at an early age (114). An important part of the role for the physiotherapist is to inform and provide support to parents and teenagers about physical activity and sports that are appropriate for PWHs (115). The physiotherapist can also show parents how to examine the joint mobility of the youngest children for early detection of joint bleeding.

Assessment
Assessment instruments that are disease specific for PWHs have been developed over the past 10 years (116).

The physiotherapist will assess the joint and muscle function during the annual control at the treatment center. This includes joint mobility, muscle strength, pain, joint and muscle contractures, axial changes in the joints, balance and gait functions.

In acute bleeding a physiotherapist can help with differential diagnosis between joint and muscle bleeding and synovitis together with the physician.
The Haemophilia Joint Health Score (HJHS) has been developed for children from 4 to 16 years of age and it is validity and reliability tested. It is used for the evaluation of joints in children (117). For adults and elderly patients the HJHS needs to be complemented with assessment of possible age-related conditions for example problems with the hip and shoulder joints.

Other evaluation instruments that may be present are visual analog scale (VAS) to rate the pain experience in daily activities or at acute trauma/bleeding (118). Haemophilia Activities List (HAL) can be used to get the patient's own perception of their ability in terms of activity (a person carrying out a task or action) and participation (a person's involvement in a life situation) (119).

The physiotherapist works as a part of the team and suggests contact with the occupational therapist when the patients need assisted devices at home for the ADL (activities of daily living). A disease-specific ADL status is developed in India (120) but is not used in the Nordic Countries at the moment due to cultural differences between the countries that makes the manual not suitable for the Nordic conditions.

**Intervention**

During an acute bleeding the physiotherapist plans an exercise program to restore lost function. Several studies show that mobility and strength exercise leads to faster normalization of the function and also significantly reduces the risk of permanent disability (114). Repeated bleedings in a joint leads to cartilage damage and give a hemophilia-related joint disease (hemophilia arthropathy). Active exercise under the guidance of a physiotherapist in combination with intensive treatment with factor concentrate can break the vicious circle and reverse early hemophilia arthropathy. The results are better the sooner physiotherapy begins (121).

The purpose of rehabilitation at hemophilia arthropathy and after an acute bleeding in the joint or muscle is to reduce pain, restore joint mobility and muscle strength. Treatment may include different types of mobility exercises (active, active unloaded, passive), posture instructions, careful manual extractions for increased mobility and pain relief purposes, strength and endurance exercise, coordination training, etc. Exercise in warm basin can be useful as pain relief like TENS, heat and cool pack. The training should be 3x/week to get the desired result (115).
Patients undergoing orthopedic surgery, for example synovectomy or different types of joint replacement receive physiotherapy exercise both before and after surgery (122). Before surgery it is important to train muscle strength around the joints and maintain the mobility that exists. After surgery the patient trains their mobility and strength according to the actual programs/protocol at the orthopedic clinic for the current operation.

If the hemophilia-related arthritis has caused malalignment, stiffness and pain, the physiotherapist may prescribe orthotics and orthopedic shoes together with the attending orthopedic surgeon depending on the rules in different countries (123). The physiotherapist also tests out walking aids and recommend other appliance needed in daily life.

Summary of physiotherapy work at treatment centers in the Nordic countries:

- Informs about the joints and muscles function to parents, teenagers and adults.
- Assess physical activity, joint mobility and muscle strength
- Proposes appropriate recreational and sporting activities
- Tests out and practicing assistive devices
- Designs exercise programs after a bleeding disorder
- Patients exercise to increase mobility and muscle strength
- Patients exercise before and after orthopedic surgery
- Treatments for pain relief
- Is a resource for colleagues outside the treatment center
Carriers of hemophilia

Introduction
It has been estimated that there are approximately three potential female carriers for each male with hemophilia (124). Due to X-chromosome inactivation the clotting factor levels in carriers are expected to be about 50% of the level of non-carriers. However, the factor levels may vary from very low to the upper limit of normal values (125). For this reason the factor level in some carriers will be in the range of mild hemophilia and they may require hemostatic support during surgery, trauma and delivery (3).

Diagnostic
The timing of genetic testing needs careful consideration taking into aspects such as age and psychosocial issues. It’s a sensitive issue to test healthy children for inherited disorders and it raises ethical considerations (126, 127). Testing clotting factor activity is however recommended before puberty or before surgery. It’s important that the girl as well as her family understand that a normal factor level does not exclude carriership, which must be tested with genetic analysis.

Menstruations
One of the first hemostatic challenges a carrier may be facing is menstrual bleeding. Girls with low factor levels should have a treatment plan prior to menarche for the possibility of excessive menstrual blood loss. Excessive bleedings may appear with the first or any following menstrual period during the adolescence. Hemostatic therapeutic options for the management of menorrhagia include antifibrinolytic therapy, DDAVP and clotting factor replacements. Hormonal therapy should be introduced by a gynecologist with knowledge of bleeding disorders in collaboration with the hemophilia treatment center (HTC) (128).

Preconception counseling
Before planning a family the carrier and her partner should be offered an educational visit at the HTC. At this visit the woman and her partner may gain understanding of the carriership. The couple should be offered contact with a genetic counselor at this
point if needed. Counselling should include discussion of the genetic risk and the options of prenatal testing that are available (129).

**Prenatal diagnosis**

Different options for prenatal testing are available.

Ultrasound assessment in the third trimester is used to determine fetal gender. Knowledge of the gender allows appropriate management of labour and delivery.

Chorionic villus sampling (CVS) is the principal method used for prenatal diagnosis of hemophilia. The procedure is performed at 11-12 weeks of gestation. CVS carries a risk of miscarriage at approximately 1% (130). The clotting factor level of the carrier should be checked and prophylactic treatment for any invasive prenatal diagnostic test should be arranged if the level is <0.50 kIU/L. If later in pregnancy, an amniotic fluid sample may be used as DNA source for prenatal diagnosis after culturing of cells and DNA extraction.

Analysis of free fetal DNA present in maternal blood to determine fetal sex as well as pre-implantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) may be more available in the future (131).

**Pregnancy and delivery**

The FVIII levels in carriers of hemophilia A may increase sufficiently during pregnancy to permit safe hemostasis during delivery. In carriers of hemophilia B the FIX level can not be expected to increase to the same extent (132, 133). Factor level should be checked at week 32-34 to allow appropriate management of delivery and to assess the need for prophylactic treatment. A written delivery plan should be drawn up in advance and the delivery should take place in a unit with suitable expertise.

Tranexamic acid may be used during delivery and to prevent post partum hemorrhage. DDAVP may be used in carriers of hemophilia A after the child is born to improve hemostasis further. In carriers with inadequate clotting factor levels (<0.50 kIU/L) prophylactic replacement therapy is recommended to cover labor, delivery and the immediate postpartum period. The treatment should be continued for at least three to four days for vaginal delivery and five to seven days for cesarean section. Epidural anesthesia is permitted when factor levels are >0.50 kIU/L. The risk for delayed post partum hemorrhage in carriers is increased since clotting factors return.
to pre-pregnancy levels after delivery (128, 134). Also, it is very important to manage anemia which subjects the patients to additional risk of bleeds.

In case of unknown or male gender the use of scalp electrode, fetal blood sampling, vacuum extraction and instrumental delivery should be avoided. Vaginal delivery is recommended, however Cesarean section should be considered early when needed (135). If the neonate is of male gender a blood sample from the umbilical cord should be obtained for coagulation analysis. Vitamin K should be administrated orally until hemophilia is excluded.
Hemophilia nurse functions

The hemophilia nurse plays a key role in the management of the PWH with bleeding disorders in terms of care, education and support, not only for the patient but also to the family. He/she is a link between the patient and his family, the hemophilia center and society. The functions of the hemophilia nurse may vary in the centers of the Nordic countries.

Ideally the hemophilia nurse coordinates and facilitates the comprehensive team meetings and collaborates within the interdisciplinary team. The hemophilia nurse educates the patient/caregivers in hemophilia and provides information on hemophilia to day-care/school and other health care providers. In some of the Nordic countries the nurses can make home visits if needed.

The nurse plays an important role as a support at the time of diagnosis of hemophilia to help the family to adapt to their new situation and emphasize the normality of the child. In caregivers of inhibitor children emotional stress associated with the disease, financial burden, problems associated with treatment administration and difficulty in dealing with pain are frequently encountered. Knowledge that treatment of bleeds may be less effective for children with inhibitors may lead to increased concerns. Caregivers and the nurse need to be aware of potential problems and be alert to the need for a level of support beyond what is standard routine.

As the population with hemophilia is ageing and co-morbidities will add to the complexity of the disease, the hemophilia nurse coordinator needs to focus not only on hemophilia but also take a more holistic care of the patient and his family, if not to improve at least to maintain a good health-related quality of life for the patient and his family (104). The hemophilia nurse has many functions among which the most important are:

- Educating the patient/caregiver in: venous access, administration of factor concentrate, and instructions in the care of CVAD or AVF
- Education in self care
- Participating in the management of pain
- Planning and participating of the regular follow-ups at the hemophilia center
- Administration of factor concentrates and recovery test in the center
• Keeping and updating registries
• Guiding other healthcare providers on hospitalized patients
• Participating in research
Dental care

Regular check up at the dentist is important to prevent damage to the teeth and the mucosa of the mouth and thereby prevent bleeding from the gums and other oral diseases and the need for operations (136-139). The staff at the hemophilia center can provide information to the patient and his dentist about which kind of treatment could be given and which kind of treatment should be given at the department for oral and maxillofacial surgery affiliated with the hemophilia center.

Most patients, both adults and children can have regular check up at their own dentist for caries and cleaning of the teeth. Treatment of caries, root canal treatment, tooth prosthesis and orthodontic tooth regulation could also be done at the local dentist in most cases. All treatments which do not cause bleeding can be performed at the patient’s own local dentist. Especially inhibitor patients should be treated in close collaboration between the dental clinic and the hemophilia center since they have a special hemostatic treatment and increased risk of bleeding.

Patients with inflammation in the gums often have problem with bleeding and should be offered treatment by dental hygienist.

Surgical operations should always be performed at an oral and maxillofacial surgical department connected with the hemophilia center as this kind of procedure requires experience in treatment of PWHs and collaboration regarding the need of medication.

Tooth extractions, implantations and jaw surgery should be performed at the department for oral maxillofacial surgery and in some cases prophylaxis with antibiotics is needed.

Hemostatic treatment

Prophylactic treatment with factor concentrate may be necessary for some patients depending on the severity of hemophilia and the character of the procedure at the dentist. The treatment at the dentist/ surgeon could be planned on one of the days when the patient receives prophylactic treatment with factor concentrate. The procedure at the dentist should be done as soon as possible after the infusion of factor concentrate within one to two hours. Tooth extraction can often be managed by a single dose of factor concentrate combined with tranexamic acid tablets and mouth wash for 7 days. Compression of the wound with swaps containing tranexamic
acid and topical hemostatics like fibrin glue can be useful. After tooth extraction cold liquid food is recommended for one to two days.

In more advanced jaw or oral surgery repeated doses of factor concentrate might be necessary for hemostasis.

Desmopressin (Octostim®) can be used in patients with mild hemophilia A who have an adequate rise in factor VIII. Desmopressin should be administered one hour before dental procedure regardless of route of administration. The dosage for subcutaneous administration is 0.3 µg/kg bodyweight.

Besides the treatment with factor concentrate tranexamic acid is very useful in dental surgery as oral suspension of tranexamic acid 5% and/or as tablets and sometimes in combination with desmopressin. Mouthwash with 10 mL 5% oral suspension of tranexamic acid 4 times a day is an efficient adjuvant treatment after dental surgery or minor dental procedures for adults. After mouthwash the patient should avoid eating or drinking for 30 minutes. Suspension of tranexamic acid for mouthwash is in some places produced by the hospital pharmacy. Suspension of tranexamic acid could be made by mixing one tablet containing 500 mg tranexamic acid and 10 mL lukewarm water or one soluble tablet containing one gram tranexamic acid in 20 mL lukewarm water. Tablets can also be chewed and the mouth can then be rinsed with a small amount of water keeping that for a couple of minutes in the mouth and then spit the liquid out.

Treatment with tranexamic acid tablets is started before dental treatment in the dosage up to 15-25 mg/kg 3-4 times a day already 1-3 days prior to surgery, as repeated dosing will raise the tissue concentration of tranexamic acid. Treatment with tranexamic acid should continue until wound healing or in the case of tooth extraction most often for seven days. Wounds can be treated with local hemostatic agents as fibrin glue and suturing.

Eruption or exfoliation of teeth in children can be treated with tranexamic acid. Extraction of an exfoliating tooth might be necessary if there is continuous bleeding.

Depending on the severity of hemophilia the following medication can be used alone or in combination:
- Tranexamic acid tablets 15-25 mg/kg 3-4 times daily
- Tranexamic acid mouthwash 10 mL 5% suspension 4 times daily
- Desmopressin in mild hemophilia A or
- Factor concentrate
- Local hemostatic agents

**Anesthesia**

Anesthetic injections in the bottom of the mouth and mandibular injection (intramuscular) should be avoided unless prophylactic treatment to increase the level of the missing coagulation factor is given. Intra-ligamental injection or infiltration-anesthesia can be used without treatment with factor concentrate. Local anesthetics with or without adrenaline can be used.
The Hemophilia Societies

National hemophilia patient organizations exist in all Nordic countries. The members are persons with bleeding disorders, parents, relatives and persons with interest in hemostasis and bleeding disorders.

Bleeding disorders are rare diseases. Half a century ago all Nordic countries experienced a need to establish forums, where patients could meet and exchange information and find support in times, when treatment was only beginning to appear.

The outcome of modern hemophilia care depends on involvement and active participation of patients having a thorough understanding of how to manage the disease. The activities of hemophilia societies therefore create an important framework for peer to peer learning, empowerment and appropriation of relevant knowledge and coping strategies.

The formalized hemophilia societies have some common goals:

- To improve the quality of life for persons with bleeding disorders
- To work for the improvement of treatment for persons with bleeding disorders, e.g. through centralized comprehensive care in highly specialized units
- To offer guidance and support to their members
- To organize events, where members are able to get information on their disease and to exchange experience
- To inform about bleeding disorders to health care providers, schools, other stakeholders, and the public in general

Membership is mostly lifelong. This reflects into the various activities the societies arrange annually for members and their families in different phases of life, e.g. family seminars, summer camps, youth activities, seminars for 50+, etc.

In order for the hemophilia societies to achieve their goals it is very important to have and maintain a good communication and collaboration between the society and clinicians and nurses of the Hemophilia Treatment Centers (HCCC’s). The dialogue should be open and transparent. There should be regular meetings between societies and the centers, to inform about activities, news and changes and topics of common interest and planning of joint initiatives.
Regular surveys on quality of life should be performed in collaboration between the centers and the societies to document the outcome and importance of a high quality of treatment.

The Nordic societies have a strong tradition for collaboration and meet annually in order to discuss common topics and challenges of interest for PWHs in the Nordic region.

**Comments to the 1st version of the Nordic Hemophilia Guidelines, December, 2014**

The Nordic National Hemophilia Societies continuously strive to support the improvement of treatment for persons with bleeding disorders. The societies recognize the Nordic Hemophilia Guidelines as an important step to unify and streamline the treatment in the Nordic countries and by the recommendations to lift up the treatment to a “golden standard”.

In order to achieve this goal, the societies recommend that the Nordic Hemophilia Guidelines are clarified and developed in some important ways:

**EHCCC**
The Nordic Hemophilia Guidelines are referring to the EUHANET criteria. As these criteria are covering all of Europe it is important to specify as a minimum that the Hemophilia Treatment Centers in the Nordic countries should live up to the criteria for the comprehensive care centers (EHCCC). Especially it is of high importance to incorporate the medical on call service 24/7 and the curriculum of hemophilia experts (doctors as well as nurses) in the guidelines.

**Home treatment**
Patients and families are taking a large responsibility for their daily treatment. For the patients and families to carry out this task the framework conditions for home treatment have to be in place, e.g. access to support 24/7, training in IV therapy, delivery of medicine locally, social service, etc.

**The importance of the haemophilia nurse**
Coping with hemophilia through all stages of life requires professional help and support from nurses that have the necessary expertise to provide training and counselling, especially to families with children with a chronic disease.
National database registries
The Nordic National Hemophilia Societies urge the centers to establish national database registries to document the patient’s status and use of medicine. The data should be comparable and interchangeable between the Nordic countries for comparison.

Cooperation between HCCC’s and the National Hemophilia Societies
We would suggest that the guidelines explicitly underline the importance of cooperation between HCCC’s and the national hemophilia society for the purpose of supporting adequate management and coping of the disease by the individual patient and his/her family through educational initiatives, collective and peer to peer learning, participation to summer camps etc.

The hemophilia societies support the initiative of establishing common guidelines for treatment of hemophilia across the Nordic region and will follow the implementations of these standards very closely in dialogue with the centers in order to obtain the best treatment for their members at any time.

/ National patient member organizations in the Nordic countries:

Danmark: Danmarks Bløderforening
Norway: Foreningen for blødere i Norge
Finland: Suomen Hemofiliayhdistys ry
Iceland: Blæðarafélag Íslands
Sweden: Förbundet Blödarsjuka i Sverige
Contact information

Aarhus

Niels Clausen, MD
Aarhus University Hospital
Haemophilia Centre, Pediatrics
Brendstrupgaardsvej 100
DK-8200 Aarhus N
Denmark
Phone: +45-784 516 61
Email: niecla@rm.dk

Lone Hvitfeldt Poulsen, Consultant, MD
Centre for Haemophilia and Thrombosis
Department of Clinical Biochemistry
Aarhus University Hospital
Brendstrupgaardsvej 100
DK-8200 Aarhus N
Denmark
Phone: +45-784 551 85
Email: hvitfeldt@clin.au.dk

Copenhagen

Eva Funding, MD
Haemophilia Centre Rigshospitalet
Department of Haematology
The National University Hospital Copenhagen
Blegdamsvej 9
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark
Phone +45-35457829
Email: eva.funding@regionh.dk

Marianne Hutchings Hoffmann, MD, PhD
Haemophilia Centre Rigshospitalet
Department of Paediatrics and Adolescent Medicine
The National University Hospital Copenhagen
Blegdamsvej 9
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark
Phone +45-35456532
Email: marianne.hoffmann.02@regionh.dk
Peter Kampmann, MD, Head of unit
Haemophilia Centre Rigshospitalet
Unit for Leukemia & Benign Blood disorders
Department of Haematology
The National University Hospital Copenhagen
Blegdamsvej 9
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark
Phone +45-35451733
Email: peter.kampmann@regionh.dk

Gothenburg

Fariba Baghaei, MD, PhD
Coagulation Centre
Dept of Medicine/section of Hematology and Coagulation
Sahlgrenska University Hospital
SE-413 45 Gothenburg
Sweden
Phone: +46-31 3427362
Email: fariba.baghaei@vgregion.se
Fax: +46-31 820269

Helsinki

Riitta Lassila, MD, PhD
Coagulation Disorders Unit
Department of Hematology
Comprehensive Cancer Center
HUCH
Helsinki, Finland
Phone: +358 405 175 547
E-mail: riitta.lassila@hus.fi

Malmö

Jan Astermark, MD, PhD
Malmö Centre for Thrombosis and Haemostasis
Lund University
Skåne University Hospital
SE-205 02 Malmö
Sweden
Phone: +46-40-33 71 12
Email: jan.astermark@med.lu.se
Erik Berntorp, MD, PhD
Malmö Centre for Thrombosis and Haemostasis
Lund University
Skåne University Hospital
SE-205 02 Malmö
Sweden
Phone: +46-40-33 29 04
Email: erik.berntorp@med.lu.se

Rolf Ljung, MD, PhD
Department of Pediatrics
Lund University
Skåne University Hospital
SE-205 02 Malmö
Sweden
Phone: +46-40-33 12 86
Email: rolf.ljung@med.lu.se

Reykjavik
Pall T. Onundarson, MD
Department of Laboratory Hematology and Coagulation Disorders
Division of Diagnostic Medicine
K-building, Hringbraut
Landspitali University Hospital
101 Reykjavik
Iceland
Phone: +354 543 1000/5010
Fax: +354 543 5539
E-mail: pallt@landspitali.is

Stockholm
Margareta Holmström, MD, PhD
Coagulation Unit
Hematology Centre
Karolinska University Hospital
SE-171 76 Stockholm
Phone: +46-8-51773373 or +46-8-5177 00 00
E-mail: margareta.holmstrom@karolinska.se
Website: www.karolinska.se

Pia Petrini, MD
Astrid Lindgrens Children’s Hospital
Karolinska University Hospital, Solna
SE-171 76 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46-8 517 751 20
Email: pia.petrini@karolinska.se
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